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PREFACE

This paper represents the second in a two-part series on Texas

education finance reform. Legislative changes in Texas finance enacted

as part o iibu H.B. 72 during a special session in the summer

of 1984 are of particular national interest due to the unique place

Texas finance has occupied subsequent to the historic Rodriguez decision.

This paper examines the results of the financing changes by correlational

and equity analyses The first paper in this series i8 descriptive and

provides a review of statutory changes. It is entitled "The Lawmakers

Respond: Texas Education Finance Reform; (Part I), Funding Formulas--

Revisions and Reviews;" It is available from ERIC Document Reproduction

Services; -111.vicande;i4sVh: ED 264 651 (Phone 1-800-227-37,5c2).

This paper is based on a longer work by the author entitled,

Hard Times Hard Choices: A Policy Analysis ofAlternatives-to Current

Law for a Reduction in Aids tb Educa-t-ibn (Austin, Texas: Texas Education

Agency, 1986). The programming assisLance of Nancy Stevens, Texas

Education Agency is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks too, to Donna

Packard for the manuscript preparation.
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INTRODUCTION

In a special called sssion, the Sixty-eighth Texas Legislature

enacted a comprehensive change in aIl aspects of elementary and tetondary

education under 72. While this initiative addressed the achieVement

of excellence in Texas public schools it also provided for incredSed

equity in the provision of resources. TC reAlite thiS latter goal of

equity; the financing program--previously based on the personnel unit-

was changed o a weighted pupil tyttem Ahd numerous other Changes were

enacted in the formula.1 The impetuS fOr this change were varied, but

one main incentive to improve the equity of the financing System was

derived from a decade-old dictum from the U.S. SUpreme Court. In San

Antonio vs: Rodriguez2 the Supreme held the Texas system was "chaotic

and unjust" but that solutions must come from the "[State] lawmakers

and the democratit pressures that elect theta." ThuS, after ten years

of incremental change in Texas education financing, the lawmakers enacted

widescale reform in the summer Of 1984 under H.B. 72--the Equal Educa-

tional Opportunity Act. This paper examines that response through an

analysis Of the newly enacted weighted pupil Foundation School Program

during the 198546 sthool year.3

METHODOLOGY

The examination of the Foundation School Program fbr financing

education in the State of Texas was operationalized thrOUgh tWo modeS

of inquiry: The first utilized correlational analysis which was calcu-

lated between variables tontidered to be relevant to the finanCing

program. The Second utiliZed an equity framework which employed various
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measures and techniques. Each is described below.

COrrelAtional Analysis

Pearson product moment correlations were derived for approxi-

mately 45 variables and grouped into major ares. These included:

revenue a d wealth, tax rates, teacher salaries, test scores, foundation

program elements, and special program pupils.

Data were for the 1985-86 academic year, with the exception of

teacher salary data and TABS test scores--both of Which were from 1984=

85. The data were drawn from the Texas Education Agency fileS.

E-qui-ty--Ana lys is

The measurement of the equitability of proposed changes in current

law utilized established measures and techniques.4 Because the measure-

ment of equity includes horizontal measures, the determination of equal

expenditures for equal needs; it was first necessary to adjust for the

vertical dimensions of the Texas Foundation School Program (FSP)--that

portion of the FSP which provides unequal expenditures for unequal

needs. The vertical dimensions of the FSP include the special program

coSt differentials of compensatory education, special education, voca-

tional education, bilingual education, and gifted and talented education.

In addition, the sparsity and mall diStrict AdjuStmen ;, and the price

differential index provide vertiCal adjuStMentS to the State finance

formula. In each case; these program elements address the additional

costs necessary for prOvision of equivalent services across primary

program beneficiaries, i:e., students; or districts. In the section

which follows the adjustment calculations wilL be detailed and the
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measures utilized for the determination of equity, presented.

Unit of Analysis--Adjusted Weighted PuPiIs

The pupil unit was utilized throughout the analysis. That is,

in all cases analysis was made utilizing per pupil figures ra-her than

aggregate district figures.5

Total full time equivalent8 student units weighted in accordance

with current law for special education and vocational education, were

added to the district average daily attendance figure. Also added were

weights for compensatory, bilingual, and gifted and talented education

according to -current law definitions. These provided a program-weiAhted

pupil count per district. In addition to special student cost differen-

tials, small district allotments were utilized to weight student counts

as follows.7 First, a dummy factor representing small district allot-

Ments per pupii was calculared per district.8 This factor was di-siided

by the per pupil basic allotment tb deterMine the weight to be added to

the average daily attendance figure. This weight represented the addi-

tional amount of revenue allotted per pupil due to diseconomies of

scale associated with small district allotments, and was added to the

program weighted pupil count per district for a total adjusted, weighted

pupil count.9

The per pupil revenue figure was calculated by taking the aggre-

gate district revenue figure, and dividing it by the total adjusted,

weighted pupil8 it the diatrict. This revenue figure was weighted

again by total pupils in each district prio: to calculation of Statewide

statiatiCS. The weighting of pupils for Sraca figurea allowed di8trirt8

which have more pupils to be taken into account more heavily, e.g.;

Dallas, Houston, than when a single district revenue figure Is utilized,

3
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and Provides a basis for the Consideration of pupil equity ConCerns.

Funding- AdjustmentsThePri-ce Different-i-al--Index -and Spars i-ty
Adjustments.

Prior to determining the funding per pupil in each district,

revenue figures were corrected as follows.113 First, transportation

allotments to each district were subtracted from total revenue by

district.11 Second; revenue figures were deflated by the raw; e.g. ,

unadjusted; price differential index per district:12 Third; analyses

were run both including and excluding sparse districts; i.e;; those

having fewer than 130 students and with particular grade level configura-

tions, according to current law definitions;

These calculations13 were made to correct for vertical adjustments

to the Foundation School ProL:am as noted above; As discussed, these

vertical dimensions of the program provided additional funds for addi-

tional needs and were incongruent with the assumptions underlying hori-

zontal equity measurement. Thus, adjustments made in the FSP for student

differentials, diseconomies of scale, transportation costs and variations

in the costs of education across the State due tc uncontrollable factors,

were applied to revenue figures per district to allow possible finance

disparities to be measured horizontally prior to analysis for disparity:

Table 1 provides a step-by-step summary of the methodology utilized to

adjust student numbers and reverme to ascertain the average cost pey

pupil, per district.

Capital outlay for facility acquisition and construction--includ-

ing such items as buildings, furnishings and the allied debt service to

finance such projects--typically from bonded debt--was excluded from

-r.nalytit. These expendituret are contidered as "investment" spending or
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long term expenditures, which cannot be readily Attributed to the cost

of educating a student in A particular year.14

pata SOurde

Actual enrollment figures were utilized flit 1985=1986.15 Revenue

data f6r 1985=1986, drawn froth the FbundAtion Matter-File 1985-86,

Texas Education Agency, were utilized for State aid amountt. They

included budgeted current operating expenditures minus: transportation,

co-curricular activities, food service; debt service and building

fundS.16

State aid includes both Foundation School Prograth (FSP) revenue

and add-ons funded wholly by the State but excluded bilingual summer

school revenue. The State share of FSP costs includes regular, special,

Vocatioral, bilingual, compensatory, and gifted and talented education,

career ladder and education improvement. The add-on aids are comprised

of enrichment equalization aid, experienced teacher allotment; transition

aid and the disadvantaged pre-kindergarten allocation. For local

revenue; district tax levy figures were drawn from 1985-86 Texas

Budgets,17 operating revenue. Funds 10 and 80 were included and co-

curricular/enterprising (5750) eliminated.18 Intermediate revenue was

also included under local revenue.

Measures-Utilized it rhe-Analytit

The following measures were utilized in the analysis of equity.

Quintiles, including per pupil revenue aS defined herein;

divided by adjusted, we4hted pupils, were compared, at

equal percentage intervals.19

The Mean and the Median (see footnote for quintiles as it

relates to the median) were calculated to describe the distri-
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bUtiOn; as Well as to aid in interpretation of the Coefficient

Of Variation and the McLoone Index. The Standard Deviation

was also calculated for this purpose in addition to the

purpose of providing information on variability.

- The Range and the Restricted range were calculated to deter-

mine the difference between the highest and lowest per pupil

revenues in the State, and to determine the difference between

the reve-lue per pupil, for example, at the 95th and 5th

percentile. The restricted range was calculated to determine

the equitability of the proposal without consideration to

the tails of the &;stribution; which may be considered the

result of local control variables, outIi.e.rs or anomalies in

the distribution; The ratio; e.g., the highest value divided

by the lowest value, was also calcu:,ated for both measures;

The Federal Range Ratio was determined by taking the dif-

ference between the total revenue available for students at

the 95th and the 5th percentiles and dividing that figure by

the value at the 5th percentile.2°

-- The Coefficient of Variatitm, the standard deviatiiin 6f a

dittribution divided by the mean, expressod as a percentage,

e.g., multiplied by 100, was calculated. As the coefficient

Of Variation approaches zero, equality becomes greater.

This measure determines variability around the mean observa-

tion and assumes a normal distribution.

Cini Index; was calculated to indicate how far the distribu-

tion of revenues was from pro,fiding each portion of students
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with equal proportions of revenues. Values for the Cini

Coefficient fall between 0.0 and 1.0. As the Gini Index

approaches 0.0 the degree of equity increases.

The McLOone Index weighs the lower half of the distribUtiOn

more heavily than the other measures and was calculated to

determine the affects Of Proposal on diStriCts with 1..,er

pupil revenues below the State's median expenditure level.

It measures the percent of current revenues required to

raise the expenditure level of each per pupil unit to the

State median level. It is expressed as the ratio of the

actual revenue of students below the median to the total, if

all students were at the median. The closer a McLoone index

is to 1.0, the greater the equity for the bottom half of the

distribution. This is the only measure considered in this

analysis where larger numbers indicate greater equity; it

ranges frGm 0.0 to 1.0.21

- The simple Correlation between per pupil revenues and per

pupil equalized assessed valuations e.g., district property

wea1th;22 was calculated to determine the relationship between

those variables. A'correlation approaching zero--showing no

relationship between these variables--indicates the moSt

equity. General terminology for describing the relationShip

measured by the correlation coeffiCient Was utilizee

throughout: a ccrrelation between 00-0A, little or no

relationship; 0.2-0.3, low, slight; 04-07; moderate; and

0:8-1.0, strong. The Pearson product moment correlations

7
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range from -1.0 to 1.0; negative numbers imply an inverse

relationship; Correlations were run including (1) all observa-

tions, and including (2) all observations to the 99th

percentile of total State ADA, and (3) all observations to

the 95th percentile of total AD's. Prior to deleting the

upper tail of the distribution, districts were ranked from

low to high by wealth per pupil. Correlations were run with

observations excluded to determine if the relationship found

for all observations was spurious, e.g., if it would persist

with extremes removed.

Regression. Per pupil total state and local revenues were

regressed on per pupil property values.23 Slopes and elas-

ticities were reported td provide an indication of the

strength of the relationship. Regressions included (1) all

observations, (2) all observations to the 99th percentil ,

and (3) all observations to the 95th percentile. These

analyses were undertaken to determine the effects of the

upper tail o2 the distribution and the explanatory power of

the statistic with the upper tail removed.

Figure 1 provides a summary of alternative equity criteria

utilized in this analysis which are indicated by en asterisk; It shows

that children were the unit of analysis; the object included price-

adjusted dorlais (inputs;, and student achiewment data (outputs).
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Horizontal equity was measured. The summary statistics included the

range, the restricted range, the Federal range ratio, the McLoone Index,

the coefficient of variation, the Omni coefficient, the simple corre-

lation, the bivariate Regression, the simple slope, and the simple

elaSticitY.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

This section describes the results of the analysis of the weighted

pupil Foundation School Program (FSP) in Texas, 1985-86, It is divided

into two parts. The first part presents Pearson Product Moment correla-

tions for selected variables including teacher salary, tax rates, and

test scores. Part two provides data on the equity of the Foundation

School Program for 1985-86.

Correlations

This section discusses five sets of Pearson product moment cor-

relations and relates them to selected student, diStrict, And Foundation

School Program variables,24 They include: (1) wealth, operating cost,

revenue; and fund balance, (2) M & 0 tax rates, I & S tax rates, and

total tax rates; (3) beginning, average, total teaCher salary and Career

ladder supplement; (4) special populations, i.e., special education,

voc t2onal education, compensatory education, bilingual education, and

gifted And talented education; and (5) Foundation School Program elements

including: the Pride Differential Index (PDI); the small district

Allotment, equalization enrichment, and *he experienced teacher allot-

ment. Appendix A contains calculations for the mean; standard deviation,

sum, minimum and maximum for each variable discussed in the correla:-ion

9
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analysis.

COtrClatio J L. venue.
FUnd Balance. and Selected Variables

Correlations between wealth, operating cost, revenue, fund

balance, and selected variables are described below.

Wealth. Pearson product moment correlations derived to show

relationships between school district wealth; operating cost, revenue;

fUnd balance, and selected variables are presented in Table 2. With

regards to wealth; it was found that wealthy districts are moderately

related to higher:

operating revenue per pupil (r - 0.595; 0.354)

teacher salaries (r - 0.446; r2 - 0.199)

local enrichment per pupil (r = 0.721; r2 = 0.520)

local, local and State, per pupil revenue (r 0.762, 0.647,

respectively; r2 = 0.581, 0.419, respectively)

equalization transition aid per pupil (t = 0.415; r2 - 0.172)

local fund assignment (r - 0.730; r2 0.533)25

Wealthy districts received proportionately less State aid per

pupil (r = =0.624), less (or no) equalization enrichment revenue (r -

0.527) and had higher local fund assignments (r - 0.730). A moderate

relationship was found between wealth and operating cost (r 0;595)

and Wealth and total revenue (r - 0.647). However, the amount of varia-

tiOn explained for wealth and operating cost was low (r2 - 0;354); as

WAS the variation explained by wealth and total revenue (r2 - 0.419).

The lOcal revenue variable; while explaining about half of the variation

by wealth (r2 - 0;581) must be considered only in tandem with State

10
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revenue (which results in the total revenue variable) .26

The per pupil property wealth of a district was found to have

little or no relationship (e.g., wealthy districts were as likely as

nonwealthy districts to be related) to:

district size (r 0.165; r2 0.028), or density (r 0.019;

r2 0.000);

the Price Differential Index (PDI) (r 0.010; 0.000):

minority students as a percentage of total students (r

0.122; r2 0.015);27

the percentage of ninth graders passing all sections of the

Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (r 0.161; r2 0.026);

maintenance and operations (M & 0) tax rate (r --0.059;

r2 0.003);

special populations (r 0.104 to 0.188; r2 0.011 to 0.035);

experienced teacher allocation (r -0.001; 0.0000);

teacher experience level (r 0.153, 0.149, 0.023, 0.022,

for 1985-86 and 1986-87, respectively).

In sum, wealthy districts tended to have more revenue (inputS)

but were unable to realize an experienced teaching force or higher test

adotea (outputs) as a result of this perceived revenue advantage. They

were charged proportionately higher shares of the Foundation School

Program and received little or no State aid and enrichment equalization

funding.

Operating Cos-tH, Total-Revenue. Local Revenuc. Correlations

between each of the variablesoperating cost, total revenue, local

revenue--and selected factors, revealed similar trends to those noted
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above. This may be explained through an examination of their inter-

relationships as Shown beloW:

Operating Total Lb-cal

Cost Revenue Revenue

Operating Cost
Total Revenue
Local Revénuè

1.00 0.907
1.00

0.785
0.838
1.00

In the case of each variable, there was a moderate relationship

between it and beginning, and average teacher salaries (which explained

0.151 in the variation at most), and a low relationship to experienced

teachers.28 No relationship was found between the above variables,

i.e., operating cost, total revenue, local revenue (or local enrich-

ment); and special program pupils. That is, districts that measured

high on each of these variables were as likely as not to have students

in special education, bilingual education, vocational education, compen-

satory education or gifted and talented programs. Districts with higher:

operating costs (r - 0.385), total revenue (r - 0.402), and local revenue

(r - 0.308) (and local enrichment, r - 0.417), tended to have higher M

& 0 tax rates; no relationship was found between wealthy districts and

M & 0 rates. Thus, higher revenues, and higher operating revenue (and

enrichmant) may tend to be related to higher taxes. Little variation

can be explained by these factors and M & 0 rate, however.29

No relationship between either operating revenue, or total

revenue, could be found to exist between the following variables: the

Price Differential Index, size, or interestingly, test scores.

12
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State Revenue; In contrast to wealthy districts, districts

receiving larger relative shares of State aid generally were compensated

for lower per pupil property wealth (r - -0625), and lower local enrich-

ment (r - -0.718) through larger total State aid; and through larger

targeted State equaliiation enrichment (r - 0;922); They generally had

more hispanic students (r - 0.470); fewer black students (r - -0.260)

and tdre students who qualified for free and reduced price lunch as a

percentage Of the total district student population (r - 0518);

A losit to mdderate, negative relationship was found between dis-

tricts receiving higher State revenue and special program populations

(for gifted and talented, r - -0.347; vocational; r - -0.331; special

edUcation, r = -.322; compensatory education students; r -0.202; and

bilingUal edudatiOn StUdents, r - -0.177) State revenue and teacher

SalariSs eXhibited a loV, negative correlation (r - -0.619, r2 - 0;383,

for average teacher Salary; r = -.525, r2 - 0.276 for mean beginning

teacher salaries) as did State revenue and test scores (r -0.291);

low, positive relationShip to career ladder Supplement (r - 0.233) was

found for this variable.

Districts with higher shares of State revenue tended to be Small

rather than large (r - -0.324), but showed no relationship to density,

.i.e., students per square miIe (they were as likely as not to be sparse,

-0.087). They showed a moderate. positive relationship to I & S rate

(r - 0.358, r2 - 0.128), but a weak, negative relationship to M & 0 rate

(r - -0.110) and a weak, positive total tax rate correlation ( - 0 129).

13



Beginning Fund Balance and Fund Balance as a Percent of Total

Revenue.. Larger beginning fund balances were found to be moderately

associated with wealth (r 0.367), operating cost per pupil (r - 0;451),

small district adjustment per pupil (r 0.409)--and, correspondingly;

smaller refined ADA (r - -0.234)--total per pupil State and local revenue

(r = 0.546), local revenue (r - 0.410), and local enrichment (r - 0.454).

Fund balance amounts were intercorrelated with the variable, fund balance

as a percent of total revenue (r - 0.879), as might be expected.

Higher beginning fund balances did not relate to average or

beginning teacher salaries (r - 0.042, 0.016, respectively), or per-

centage of students passing all sections of the minimum competency

test, TABS (r - 0.132). A moderate, negative relationship between fund

balances and PDT (r - -0.328), numbers of special servIce students

(r - -.0.218 to -0.239), size (r - -0.234) and density (r = a-0.254),

waS found.

Correlations-Between Tax-Rates-and-Selected-Variables

Correlations between selected variables and total tax rates,

maintenance and operations (M & 0) tax rates, and interest and sinking

fund (I & S) tax rates, are presented in Table 3. A low, negative

correlation was found between total tax :1-ate and minority percentage (r

- -0.254): larger minority percentages were somewhat less likely to be

in a high talE effort district. This was somewhat more true of hispanic

than black populations, with the exception of hispanics and I & S rate

(r - 0.020), and blacks and M & 0 rate (r - 0.017), where no relationship

was found. Larger districts tended to have both lower total tax rates

(r - -0.349), and lower debt service rates (r = -0.305). On the other

14



hand, growing districts had higher debt service rates, as might be

expected (r 0.336). but had lower M & 0 rates (r - -0.268). They

showed no relationship to total tax rate (r -0.024).

School districts with higher poverty counts, as measured by free

and reduced price lunches, were weakly; negatively related to total tax

rates (r - -0.230); K & 0 rates (r -0;189) and I & S rates (r -

0.103). Also, wealth, as measured by property value per ADA; showed a

low, negative correlation to total tax rates (r -0.223); but no rela-

tionship to M & 0 rates (r - -0.059), and a slight; liegative relationship

td I & S ratet (r = =0.272). Whether or not this latter relationship

is spurious, given the very high values at the upper extreme of the

property wealth variable, requires further investigation, however. As

the negative values account for only 0.050 and 0.074 in the variation,

i.e., r2, of total tax rates and the I & S rates, respectively, across

Texas diStricta the Variation Accounted for by these variables is so

low as to be negligible.30

Weak to moderate; negative relational-lips were found between

teacher salaries and debt service rates (r - -0.340; 0.342; -0.267,

for average, total and beginning salary; respectively).31

Generally, special populations were found in districts with

lower tax efforts (for total tax rates r - -0.339 to -0.377; for I & S

ratesi r -0.257 to -0.325; for M & 0 rates r - -0.178 to -0.205).

However, special pupils as a percentage of total district population

did not relate to I & S rate (r 0A)04).32

No relationship was found between tax rates and per pupiI

allocations for the (1) Price Differential Index, (2) the small district

15
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adjustment and (3) the equalization transition allotment. A moderate

relationship was found between: debt service effort and (1) per pupil

equalization enrichment (r - 0.436), (2) the local fund assignment as a

percent of State aid (r -0.410), (3) experienced teacher allocation

per pupil (r -0,391) and (4) the local fund assignment per pupil (r -

-0.429), Thus, districts that tended to have stronger I & S efforts

tended to receive higher compensation from the State in the form of

equalization enrichment, experienced teacher allocation and had lower

local fund assignments.

State revenue, exhibited a moderate relationship to I & S rate

(r =.; 0.358). That iSi more State aid tended to be allocated to districts

With higher I. & S rates and lower local revenue (r - -0.363). Enrich-

m,--nt, (total State and local; total local) on the other hand, proVided

a moderate, positive (r - 0.439, 0.417, respectively) relationship to M

& 0 rate, but a negative relationship to I & S rate (r =0.205; =0.293,

respectively). It appears that a stronger M & 0 effort was related, as

might be expected, to more local revenue; conversely, districts with

lower local revenues received more State aid.

Finally; experienced teachers (1985-86, 1986-87) were moderately,

negatively related (r - -0.391, -0.382) to district I & S rate. Neither

total tax rates (r -0;184, -0.178) nor M & 0 rates (r - 0.071, 0.071)

were related to teacher experience variables, i.e.; the minimum salary

ratio, for 1985-86 or 1986-87, respectively; Finally; the percentage of

students passing all sections of TABS, the Texas Assessment of Basic

Skills minimum competency test, was not found to be related or showed

only a slight relationship to M & 0 rate (r 0,140), I & S rate (r

16
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0;100) or total tax rate (r - 0.186).33

Correlations Between Teacher Salaries and Selected Variables

Pearson product moment correlations between selected variables

and 1) beginning teachers salaries, 2) average teacher salaries; 3)

career ladder supplements, and 4) total salaries; appear in Table 4.

According to these data, there is no relationship between teacher

salaries and tax rate (r - -0.075 for beginning salary, r - -0.042 for

average salary, r -0. 70 for total salary). I & S te and beginning

salary - -0.266), average salary (r - -0.339) and total salary (r -

0.342) tended to be moderately, negatively correlated. Average salaries

and total salaries showed a low, positive correlation to black student

populations (r 0.216, 0.218), indicating somewhat slightly higher

salaries in districts with larger black populations. Total salariez

were not related to hispanic populations (r -0.087) or minoriv stu-

dents as a percent of total district students (r -0.065); e g., dis-

tricts with hispanic or minority populations were as likely as not to

be paying high or low salaries.

Local enrichment (r - 0.507) and State and local enrichment (r

0.423) both exhibited a strong; moderate relationship to total teacher

salaries; as did total State and local revenue per pupil (r 0;320).34

As would be expected; the Prica Differential Index showed a

moderately strong relationship (r - 0.600), to total salary; which

decreased (r - 0.590) when the raw (unadjusted) PDI was utilized in the

comparison. This results from the fact that the PDI was built on

salaries and it was designed to address and compensate for differing

coata of teachera acrott Texat, beyond the control of the local school
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district. The possibility that more variation in teacher sala-Aes was

not explained by the PDI may result from the fdct the PDI was built on

minimum salaries, and that it was based on 1983-84 data.

District property wealth and teacher salaries were found to be

moderately related (r 0.389, 0.381, r 0.412, far average, total--

including career ladder in the average--and beginning salary, respecti%-e-

ly)35 as was local enrichment and operating revenue (for enrichment, r

0.440 for beginning salary, r 0.531 for average salary, 0.507

for total salary; for operating revenue, 0.361 for beginning salary,

r 0.440 for averoge salary, r 0.426 for total 5.1ary). Data presented

in the first part of this section indicated that wealthy districts did

not maintain an experienced teaching force, however. This may suggest

that they channel additional revenue into new and moderately less ex-

perienced teachers, i.e., front-Ioad their salary schedule. Because

these data did not consider top salaries in district, it is difficult

to describe the entire landscape relating to salary in the State of

Texas during 1985-86.

Districts with higher average daily attendance (ADA) (r 0.340)

and districts with high density (r 0.373), showed moderately positive

correlations to total teacher salary ES did districts with larger special

populations--i.e., gifted and talented (r 0.371), bilingual (r

0.211), compensatory (r = 0.266), special education (r 0.335) and

vocational education (r 0.364) pupils. Thus, larger more densely

populated districts and districts with larger special populations tended

to pa) higher teacher salaries.
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Correlatiom Between Test Scores and Selected Va,-iabIes

Correlations between (1) the percentage of ninth graders passing

all sections of the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS) in 1984-85;

and (2) the total standardized score of 11th graders on the Texas Educa-

tional Assessment of Minimum SAIL: (TEAMS), and selected variables

respectively, are presented in Table 5: A strong, moderate, negative

relationship was found l'etween the test score variables and (1) minority

students as a percentage of total students (r -0699 for TAt; r -

0.695 for TEAMS), (2) free and reduced priced lunch students as a per-

centage cf total Studentt (r = -0.722 for TABS; r -0:772 for TEAMS);

and (3) special pupils as a percent of total pupils (r - -0:597 for

TABS, r =0.558 for TEAMS). Special program pupils36 showed a low or

moderately, negative relationship to test stOr6s (r - -0.485 to -0:391

for TABS; r -0.297 to =0.182 for TEAMS), at did regular pupils (r -

0.378 for TABS; r =0.170 fbr TEAMS).

Variables exhibiting no relationship to TABS or TEAMS test scores

(respectiVely) included: teacher experience (r -0.079, =0.043); I &

S tax rate (r - 0.100, 0.079); M & 0 rate (r - 0.140; 0.120); and operat-

ing cost per pupil (r 0.005, 0.042). The latter correlation under

scores the point made with regards to wealth, that higher revenues did

not exhibit any relationship to test scores:

Low relationships found between the test score variables and;

for example, local enrichment per pupil (r = 0296; 0:365): loaI revenu:3

per pupil (r 0.255, 0.344); State and local enrichment per pupil (r =

0.267; 0.303); equalization transition per pupil (r 0.286, 0.335),

equalization enrichment per pupil (r - -0.258, -0.395); lose meaning
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when viewed as a 'whole, .g., as total State and local revenue per

pupil,s which exhibits a weak relationship to test scores (r - 0136;

0.163) for TABS and TEAMS, respectively.

In sum, the variables considered in thit seCtiOn indiCate that

minority students and poor students are at risit: they record the lowest

scores on TABS and TEAMS tests.37 Little useful information explaining

relationships to high nccres was found, however, to proJide a strategy

for improvemfmt that could be targeted to these students. M'o doubt,

increases in test scores are related to more complex sets of 1:ariablea,

some difficult to measure, .g., school climate, wcrkplece condicionti

leadership variable-a.

Correlat.Lons Between Foundation School r:ozram Elements and Selected
Variables

Correlations between Foundation School Prograni elements and

selected variables are presented in Table 6. Foundation School Program

elements discussed include: The Price Differential Index, the Small

District Adjustment, Equalization Enrichmel.t, the Experienced Teacher

Allotment and the Local Fund Assignment.

The Price Differential Index. The PDI showed no relationship to

wealth (r 0.010), operating cost per pupil (r -0:006), equalization

transition aid (r -0:009), local re 'enue per pupil (r 0;052), local

enrichment per pupil (r -0.009); cr experieni:ed teacher allocation per

pupil (r - 0.065). Larvx districtt ( .e., higher refined ADA, r

0.569) and higher density areas (r - 0.727) e.g., urban areas, tend6d

to have higher PDI's. Districts with larger numbers of apecial program

pupila (r -- 0.591) A:.ao tended to have higher PDI'
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Lower PDI's tended to be related to: districts receiving the

small clstrict adjustment (r = -0.675); larger percentages of fund

balance of total revenue (r - -0.330), larger beinni:ng fund balance

per OUpil (r 0.328), higher equalization enricimen -. per pupil (r -

0.247), and higher State revenue per pupil (r =0.268), altho,gh the

latter vai-.3bies ars only iaightly related.

In slum; the PDI did not relate to wealth or locl enrichMent; it

tended to 1---a hiLher in urban areas; and in districts with more special

program pupils; Apparently it addresses differences in the doSt of

living, not the standard of living;

The Small DIstrict Allotment. The Small District Allol:ment wets

moderately related tc ::und balance (r - 0.409 for beginning fund balanci::;

r 0314 for percentage fund balance of total revenue); total State and

local revenue (r - 0;430); and operating revenue (r - 0.277). The small

district allotment tended to not be related to special program pupils (r

- -0:229; -0;224; -0;192; -0.177, -0:225; for special education; voca-

tional, compensatory, bilingual; and gifted students, respectively) or

minority students as a percent of total students (r -0.203); Small;

districts were not relw:ed to wealth (r - 0;143), or tax rates (r

0.055, 0.097, -0.047 for total, M & 0, and I & S tax rate; respectively.)

Equalization Enrichment. Districts that received higher shares

of equalization enrichment also tended to have more hispanic students

(r 0.517), larger I & S rates (r - 0.436) and children in poverty (r

0.510--measured by the free and reduced price lunch count). Equaliza-

tion enrichment showed a negative relationShip to wealth (r =0.527),

to average teacher salary (r - -0.561), to local revenue per puPil (r -
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0.764), to equalization transition allotment per pupil (r =0.459),

and loal enrichment per pupil (r - -0.653). DiStricts receiving larger

equalization enrichment allocations re-,: pupil had lOWei- loCal fund

assigmnents (r - -0;844) and received mor.: State aid (r 0.922). tt

should be ncted that thi variable sho9.1d be coc:sidered as part of the

total State and local total revenue v~riabie, of which it is ne-rL..s

Experienced Teacher Allotment; The experienced teacher allomeut

was allocated to districts that had more experienced teacherr thm the

Statewide average. Districts receiving this allotment tended to have

.:eiatively more black students (r - 0.453), and lower I & S rates (r -

-0.307). Little or to relationship was found between the expeviencd

teacher allotment and such variables as: wealth ( -0.001), operating

cost per pupil (r = 0.045), and total State and local revenue (r =

0.009).

Local Fund Assignment. Districts that had higher lotal fund

assignments (LFA) also tended to have higher property wealth per pupil

(r = 0.697), highe..... average teacher salaries (r - 0.614) and beginning

teacher salaries (r - 0.537), higher equalization transition allotments

0.618), higher local revenue per pupil (r 0.901)i higher local

enrichment per pupil (r - 0.778), and higher operating revenue per

pupil (r - 0.559). Districts that h d lower local fund assignments (LFA)

tended to receive more equalization enrichment (r - -0.873) and more

state revenue per pupil (r = -0.951).

No relationship or a weak relationship was found between LFA and

total tax rate (r - -0.169), M & 0 tax rate (r 0.101), minority stu-

dents as a percentage of the total (r -0.176), density (r - 0.122),
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small district adjustment (r -0A):40), erlerienced teacher allocation

(r 0.171), or percentage beginning furd balance of total revenue (r

0.056)

Corvilations Between Splcial Prorram Pupils and Selected Variables

Table 7 p-2esents correlations between the number of special

program pupils and selected variables. As might be expected, the number

of special program pupils was strongly related to size (r 0.955 to

0.996). Because of the high intercorrelation between size and special

program pupils little additional information was found beyond relation-

ships previously discussed as they relate to size. An examination of

spscial program pupils as a percentage of district population (ADA) is

therefore suggested in future research and to discern the relationships

between selected variables and special populations, by districts across

size Nnxiables.

Changes in CormaIation Coefficients Over Time

Table 8 presents changes in correlation coefficients over time,

between wealth, operating expenditures, teacher salary, equalization

enrichment, experienced teacher allocation, equalization transition; and

wealth; average daily attendance; percent black and percent hispanic,

respectively.

Wealth. Changes in the relationship between wealth per pupil

and percent black and percent hispanic appear to have lessened over the

two year period 1983-84 to 1985-86, though insignificantly (r change =

0.036, -0.053, respectively). Whether or not this has resulted from

reassessed property cannot be derived from the data. Conversely, the
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relationship between size and wealth has increased but again insig-

nificantly (r change = 0.005). It should be noted that Cte correlations

between size and wealth; percent hispanic and wealth, and percent black

and wealth for either 1983-84, or 1985-86, show a low relationship.

Operating-Expenditures. A moderate but declining relationship

over time was found between operating expenditures and wealth (r change

- -0.015). No significant change over time was found between operating

expenditures and ADA, (r change = -0.005), percent black; (r change =

0.086) or percent hispanic; (r 0.195), change.

Teacher Salary. A moderate positive relationship was found

between district wealth and beginning teacher salary which declined

over a one year period (r = -0.022). For teacher salaries and black

percentage, a weakening of relationships was found (r change =0.140,

0.094 for beginning and average teacher salaries; respectively), while

for hispanics the former moderate relationship with low beginning and

average teacher salaries had changed to a weak relationship over time

(r .:aange = 0.211, 0.193, respectively)

Price-Differential Index. No relationship was found between the

1985=86 price differential index and wealth (r - 0.010). Although the

prior index (1984-85) correlated weakly to wealth (r = 0.204), this

appears to have been corrected in 1985-86 (r change - -0.194). Over

time, larger distriáts benefitted more frOM the index (r = 0.168) A8

did districts with higher percentages of hispanic students (r change -

0.272) Districts with higher percentages of black Studenta benefitted

more from the 1985-86 PDI (r change 0.046).
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Equalization-Enri-chment. In 1985-86, a moderate, negative rela-

tionship was found between the equalization enrichment allotment and

wealth per pupil (r - -0.527), district size (r - -0.356, ADA) and

percent black (r - -0.331). This indicated that non-wealthy districts,

small districts and districts with smaller percentages of black students

generally received larger shares of enrichment equalization. This trend

increased, though insignificantly, over time except for districts with

higher wealth where a lessening of the relationship (-0.057) occurred.

Districts with higher percentages of hispanic students received more

enrichment equalization (r change - +0.081) over time.

Experienced Teacher Allotment. For 1985-86, moderate correla-

tion was found between the experienced teacher allotment and black

student percentage (r - 0.453)--which increased over time (+0.125).

Iow correlation (r - 0.230) was found between district size and ex-

perienced teachers which decreased (-0.092) over time. No relationship

was found between experienced teachers and either wealth (r - -0.001)

or percent hispanic, which decreased from 1984-85 to 1985-86 (r -

0.724).

Equalization Transition. A moderate correlation was found between

the equalization transition allotment and wealth (r 0.415); which

increased over time (r change - 0.873). No relationship between ADA (r

-0.046)i percent black (r - -0.017), and equalization transition was

found. A low negative relationship between percent hispanic (=0.281)

and equalization transition was found, which decreased over time (=

0.105).
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The Equity of the Foundation School Program

This section discusses the results of the equity analysis of

the Foundation School Program in 1985-86. The equity of the Foundation

School Program was calculated utilizing various established statistical

techniques and measures. The results of this analysis are shown in

Table 9, for all districts and for all districts excluding sparse dis-

tricts, as define in current law.38

Results of-Analysis

For the school ./ear ending in 1986, Texas had average State and

local revenues per pupil of $2,390.00. The coefficient of variation for

that year was 15.9, which means that about two-thirds of all students

were within 15.9 percent ($380.00) of the Statewide average revenue per

pupil, and that more than nine-tenths of the students were within 31.8

percent ($760.00) of the Statewide average. The McLoone Indek was

.933, which means that in the bottom half of the distribution, only 6.7

Percent (1,0-,93) of the revenue of the median pupil would be needed to

bring the bottom half of all students up to the revenue per pupil of

the median student For example; the McLoone Index was ,933; the median

per pupil revenue was $2305.00 and there were 2,875;987 pupils in the

State. Then (1,0 - ,933) x $2305 x (.5 x 2,875,987) or $222.1 million

in State revenue would be needed to bring all pupils below the median

level of State aid to the median level. The Gini Coefficient was .075

indicating that for approximately 92.5 percent (100=7.5) Of the diattibu=

tion, equal percentages of students were provided with equal percentages

f revenues. The restricted range was $965.00, which means that there

was a $965.00 difference behind the revenue per pupil of the student at
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the 95th percentile, compared to the student at the 5th percentile. The

range was a $9,781.00 which means there was a difference of $9,781.00

per pupil between the revenue of the maximum and W.nimum value.39 The

relationship between revenue per pupil and wealth per pupil was .60 as

indicated by the correlation," but only .00I0 as indicated by the slope,

which means that a one dollar change in wealth per pupil was associated

with just a 1/10th of a cent change in revenue per pupil (or a change

of one thousand dollars in wealth is associated with change of one

dollar in revenue per pupil). The elasticity was 0.099 indicating that

a one percent change in wealth represents .099 change i revenue. Or,

put another way, a ten percent change in wealth represents a less than

a one percent change in revenue; or a 50 percent change in wealth repre-

sents less than a five percent change in revenue. The elasticity, like

the slope, represents a relationship of low magnitude. The Federal

Range Ratio, the restricted range at the 95th and 5th percentile, divided

by the value at the 5th perr.entile, was 0.48. The restricted range

ratio was 1.48.

National Comparisons: 1976 and Cross Time Comparisorm_ 1976-1986

Tables 10-12 present tevenue disparity tt&tittidt for 35 states

in 1976,41 ranked from the most equitable to the least equitable. TheSe

tables provide data for purpoSeS of ptoViding Comparative information

beyond the context of Texas, and for the purpose of Comparing equity in

Texas over a ten year time span, i.e., 1976-1986. It might be noted

with regards to these time periods, 1976 was the first year of implemen-

tation of the financing system under prior law, H.B. 1126; 1986 repre-

sents the second year of a phased-in weighted pqpil foundation program
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enacted as part H.B. 72.

Table 10 provides comparative data for the restricted range and

federal range ratio; Table 10 provides comparative data for the McLoone

Index and the Coefficient of Variation; Table 12 provides comparative

information for the simple correlation coefficient and on the simple

elasticity. In comparing the 1986 Texas figures with the 1976 figure§

all measures show improvement which indicates greater equity over time.

These data are presented on Table 13.

Distribution-of-Revenue-by-Percentage-of Pupils

Further examination of total State and local revenue per pupil

at five percent intervals was undertaken to aid in the description of the

distribution of revenue across all students and to provide detailed

explanatory information with regards to the differences observed in the

values for the range versus the restricted range. It was found that

(With the exception of for the bottom 5 percent of students) the largest

increase in revenue per pupil was approximately five percent ($144:00)

from one interval to the next, except for the interval from the 95th to

the 100th percentile, where the revenue per pupil increased by ap-

proxiMately 287 percent ($8,513.00). Examination of revenue per pupil

for this interval, i.e, 95th to I00th; by one-half of one percent in-

creases, showed further that the percentage increase from one interval

to the next ranged from approximately 2 percent ($68.00) to 8 percent

($239;00) with the exception of the interval from 99.5 percentile tO

the 100th percentile, which showed a striking increase in revenue per

pupil ($7,417.00)--183 percent. These data are presented in Table 14,

Figure 2, and Figure 3. They Show A fairly flat diStribution of revenue
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per pupil described above except for the values located at the upper

extreme. Thus, a large portion of difference in total State and local

revenue per pupil in Texas appears to be confined to approximately one-

half of one percent of Texas students, or less. No doubt, this unusual

distribution of total revenue per pupil likely has a distortionary

affect on the statistical measures utilized to assess equity. Odden,

Berne, and StiefeI, writing on equity in 1976, stated:

a very few, very small districts with extremely

large revenues per pupil could produce statistical

results that indicate substantial Statewide revenue per

pupil differences when the problem is localized for a

few districts. This could be an issue in Texas (emphasis

added).42

Reanal sis of E uit b Percenta-e of Pu ils

It was deemed necessary to determine whether or not the disparity

measured in the equity statistics for 1985-86 were the result of State-

wide revenue per pupil differences, r if a large part of the variation

was localized, that is, due to the influence of a few small districts

with relatively high per pupil revenues, but few total pupils. Thut,

the Strength of the relationships found in the equity analysis for all

students was compared to the strength of the results when 1) 99 percent

of the total students, ranked by revenue per pupil, were included, and

2) when 95 percent of the total students were included Statewide.

These data are presented in Table 15 and in Figure 4. Table 16 presents

the same analysis but excludes sparse districts according to current

law definitions.
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The data show that when one percent of total students were ex-

cluded from the analysis; the coefficient of variation was reduced 17

percent; from 15;89 to 13;16; With five percent of total pupils excluded

from the analysis; a 36 percent change in the coefficient of variation,

from 15;89 to 10;16; was found; The mean changed little; It was

$2370;00 when one percent of pupils were excluded from analysis; it was

$2324;10 when five percent of pupils were excluded from analysis; The

Gini Coefficient was reduced to ;068 (9 percent) when calculations

included 99 percent of total pupils. It was reduced to 0;56 (25 percent)

when 95 percent of total pupils were included in the analysis. The

Federal range ratio, which uses values at the 95th and 5th percentile,

did not change when one percent of total pupils were excluded at the

upper extremes. It was reduced 16 percent, from .48 Lb .41, when five

percent of total pupils were excluded. The McLoone Index, Which weight

the lower half of thc distribution more heavily, was not affected by

the exclusion of pupils from the upper extreme, as might be expected.

Perhaps most striking of all changes noted, was the reduction in the

range, which showed a 79 percent change ($7,746.00) when only one percent

of the total population of students was omitted from the analysit; it

showed an 87 percent change ($8,516.00) when the analysis excluded five

percent of the total students; The range was $2;035 and $1,265 per

pupil; for 99 and 95 percent of total pupils; respectively; With the

exclusion of 5 percent of total pupils; the range ratio--the ratio of

the highest to lowest value--changed from 6;77 to 1;75; For the

restricted range, little or no change was noted when one percent of

total students were excluded from analysis. When five percent of total
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students were excluded from analysis, however, the restricted range

the 95th and 5th percentile showed a 17 percent change (from $965.00 to

$808.00); at the 10th And 90th percentile the restricted range showed a

15 percent change (from $716.00 to $606.00). The differences found in

the analysis were similar when sparse districts were excluded. Due to

the relatively small numbers of students in these districts, their

influence on most measures utilized was minimal.

Correlations. Regressions.-and Slopea

The influence of the exclusion of both one and five percent of

total pupii::1 on the statistical results in the equity analysis was

further tested. The relationship between per pupil property wealth and

total State and local revenue per pupil was examined using simple cor-

relations, bivariate regressions and simple slopes. IL included all

revenue per pupiL and (a) all revenue per pupil for 99 percent of

total pupils and ranked by revenue from high to low, (b) all revenue

per pupil for 95 percent of total pupils. These calculations were

undertaken utilizing two wealth measures: (a) actual per pupi143 proper-

ty values utilized for the calculation of the Local Fund Assignment

(LFA) in the 1985=86 SChOcil year, for FOUndatiOn School Program

revenue,44 and (b) 1985 tax year property values.

These data, presented in Table 17, show that when all pupila

are considered in the measure, a correlation of .60 and .62 was found,

between per pupil revenue and the (a) 1986 LFA property value and the

(b) 1985 tax year value; respectively. The regression showed that

wealth accounted for approximately 37 percent in the variation in revenue

per pupil, that is, less than two-fifths of the variation in per pupil
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revenue could be explained by property values. The relationship between

wealth and revenue was of low magnitude as indicated by the slope of

.0010, indicating that a one dollar change in wealth per pupil would be

accompanied by only a one-tenth of one cent change in revenue per pupil,

and as indicated by the elasticity, as previously discussed.

The correlation, re6ression, slope and elasticity show a reduced

relationship between wealth and revenue when either 99 percent or 95

percent of the pupils were included in the analysis. When 95 percent

of all students were included, for example, the correlations were reduced

to .41 and .43, for 1986 LFA values and 1985 values, respectively,

acccunting for less than one-fifth of the variation in per pupil revenues

(17 percent and 19 percent). The slope was increased from .0010 to

.0009 for either property value, indicating, again, a relationship of

low magnitude.

SUMMAaY

In sum, these analyses showed the substantial distortionary

affects of one to five percent of the upper extreme of total students,

ranked by revenue per pupil, on the measurement of equity in Texas

education finance Further; the data indicated improvement over time

in the long struggle of equalizing resources in t'ae State of Texas and;

thus; a robust response by lawmakers to issues raised by Rodriguez.

However, vigilance must be exercised lest one is lulled into the belief

that no further action is necessary or into thinking that gaiti8 evidenced

by these measures will be self-maintaining. The dual prObleMS of A

rapidly increasing school population and an economic recession brought

on by the reduCtion of oil priCes, if they Continue, bode ill for an
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optimistic appraisal for the futt:re of Texas education finance equity.

And, despite efforts by legislature:: such as the Texas General Assembly,

interstate differences in financing education mist socn raise thorny

questions so often lost in State level analysis. As the citizens of

one Nation continue to seek equal protection of life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness under the law--rights built on 1.:he foundationstone

of. equality in educational opportt.nity--the day of reckoning must soon

dawn when once again a challenge to the system of education finance

reaches the highest tribunal in the land. This time, perhaps, the

federal system of financing education will be called into question,

seeking redress to the substantial lack of national involvement in

achieving school finance equalizai:ion for all the diverse sectors of

our education landscape--our country's gr.ltest resource and the hope

of our Nation's futute into the 21st century.
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1Cf. Deborah A. Verstegen, Richard Hooker, and Nolan Estes, "A
Comprehensive Shifc in Educational Policymaking: Texas Education ReLorm
Legislation" in Van D. Mueller and Mary P. McKeown, eds., The Fiscal,
lAgallA121i-ticii1 Asr,cts of Ele nt juld-Secondary
Educatlan (Cambridge, Ma.: Ballinger, 1986), 277-308.

2§ft-n Antonio ;independent School-District vs. Rodriguez, 411
U.s 1 (1973).

3Although the new finance system was implemented in 1984-85, a
number of major provisions had not been phased-in, e.g., the basic
granZ: was $1250 per pupil versus the current $1350; the education index
was texporary for 1986-85; and the special edacation weights had not
been implemented. Thus, 1985-86 was the first year for which reliable
data were available.
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Dimensions. Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press.

5The comparison of district versus student units of analysis is
provided below to illustrate the distortionary affect of utilizing the
incorrect unit.

Statewide
Average

Unit of Number of Average Total Dollars Per
Analysis Pupils DolIars/Per Pupil Funds Sttident

Student Unit

District 1 5 $ 20.00 - $100.00
District 2 1 100.00 - 100.00

200.00/6 - $33.3 per
student

District Unit

District 1 20.00 20.00
District 2 100.00 100.00

120.00/2 $60.00 per
student

80ne full time equivalent_ Unit was based on 30 contact hours
per week between student and teacher.

7Robert Berne, personal communication with the author; November,
1936.

8Small district figures were taken from 7,ase year impact model
(1986-87). The Foundation Master File (FMF) does not retain data at
this level of detail.
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IOSee; Berne and StiefeI, op; cit.

11T ransportation figures were taken from the Foundation Master
File. Transportation figures serve as a proxy for sparsity in many
cases and do not relate to difference in student program costs._
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operating expenditures [and total state and local revenue], the variation
in transportation expenditures relates least directly to a child's
educational experience." Op. cit., 1984; p. 122.

12See here, Jay Chambers (1979), "Cost of Education Indices: A
Discussion_Paper,"_The New York Task Force on Equity and Excellence in
Education Denver, Colorado: Education Commission of the States.
Chambers states that "If a cost of education index is adopted then
expenditure [and revenue] figures must be deflated by this index so
that disparities are measured in real rather than nominal terms" (p.
15). _The PDI utilized was the raw index proposed in 1985-86. Texas
Education_ Agency (1936). _Report of the Price Differential Index
Advisory Committee to_the_State Board of_Education. _Austin, Texas: It
was_utilized to deflate the aggregate unit_of analysis, e.g.,_tOtal
state and local revenue, both including and excluding sparse diStricta
for baseline equity data. (As per personal communication, R. Berne;
July, 1986). _According to Berne and Stiefel, "school finance equity
analysis should,_at the very least, use priCa-adjusted_dollars. If
only one object is used, price adjusted d011ara iS preferable. Bern
and Stiefel (1984), op. cit.,p. 280.

13The formula for the Adjusted Revenue is: (LOCREV -+ STAID -
TRAN) / RAWPDI). LOCREV - lo.a1 revenuei _STAID - state_aid; TRAN -
tranaportatien; PDI 1985-86 proposed index with no adjustment.

14C.fL FinCh, J. (1967). AnAnalysis of-FinancialMeasures
as-Related-to-Certain Measures-of-Quality (doc. digs.). Teachers
College; Columbia Univr.rsity: N.Y., N.Y.

15StUdent counts for 1985-86 were taken from Superintendent's
Repoirt-of-Pupil Attendance and Contact Hours; Fall 1985 and Spring
1986, and National School Lunch Program Report 1984-85; Texas Education
Agency; Austin; Texas. For total students; vocational education
students; special education students; and bilingual education students:
total FTE's in average daily attmdance (average of best 4 of 8 weeks
during which attendance was reported) by program were utilized For
special education, _FTEs by instructional arrangements were utilized.
Por compensatory education students, the best 6 months average of number
of students participating in the National Free and Reduced Lunch Program
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during the prior school year (1984-85) was utilized; For gifted_and
talented students; the total number_of_students in gifted and talented
programs and for whom gifted and talented programs were being developed
for fall 1985 and spring 1986, were included.

16Current operating expenditures included functions 10,_20, 30,
6.0; 50, and 70 in both the general fund (fund 10) and government
expendable trust (fund 80';

17Officia1_Budeet for Texas Public Schools 1985-8 , Texas
Education Agency; Austin, Texas.

18Fund 10 is the general fund. Fund 80 is referred to as
_'Government Expendable Trust Fund' on the budget and_'Fiduciary Fund
Types-Trusts_and 4gency Funds' in the Texas Financial' Accounting Manual
(Bulletin 679). These types of funds are used to account for assets
held_by a district as an agent ar in a trustee capacity. An example
would be_a fund to_account_for operation of a_special education
cooperative for which the district serves as fiscal agent.

19QUittiles_reported by SASJ the statistical package utilized
throughout this analysis; do not_take weighted pupils into account,
thus requiring_a separate analysis for range; restricted range; federal
range ratio and percentile reporting. C.f. SAS-USer,---GUide: Basics.
Version 5 Edition (1985) SAS Institute, Inc.: Cary; NC, p. 1184.
Extreme caution is therefore urged when actual output is utilized, as
district units of analysis are not acceptable measures; nor in keeping
with best practice or research knwledge; Percentiles_and the_restricted
range were calculated utilizing the following methodology; First; the
distribution of total state and local revenue_per_pupil for each district
as defined herein was ranked in ascending order together with Letal
pupils per_district and cumulative pupils across alI districts; The
first observation at which; e;g;; five percent of cumulative pupils was
reached; identified the revenue object that wr:i utilized; This procedure
was repeated for each percentage point utilized in the study.

20; 34; CFR; Ch. 11 (7-1-85):

2/See footnote for quintiles; SAS vas unable to locate the
median pupil and selected the median district in its place. As a result,
the median pupil_required selection as described in footnote 23 and a
separate calculation was undertaken.

22Property values included (1) 1985_caletdar (tax) year and (2)
1985-86 school year values as utilized to distribute LFA; ADA was for
1985-86.

23Data sources and definitions for the variables utilized it
the regression analysis are the same as those utilized in the
correlational analysis. For property values, tax levies, and tax rates
the following data sources were utilized throughout: State-Property
Tax Board Worksheet of 1985, certified property values correspording to
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1985=86 school year (certified property values are appraised values
standardized to 100 percent of market value throughout the state).
5tete Property-Tax Board-Self-Report of 1985 tax year levies reported
by school districts (corresponding to 1985-86 school year). State
Property Tax Board, Austin, Texas. For the property values utilized to
compute the 1985-86 local fund assignment, 1984 tax values were utilized.
Data sources were those cited above, but for the 1984 tax year.

24These correlations are based on actual figures. Thus, to'L.al
State and local revenue does not reflect allowable adjustments needed
prior to determination of the correlation coefficients when analysis is
made for equity. The reader is therefore cautioned against extrapolating
data from this section for purposes other than that intended, or in
utilizing these data out of context. Correlations utilized for equity
analyses are presented in the second part of this section.

25The loss of aid to budget balanced districts explains the
correlation, which would be higher if adjustment for available fund
(per capita) revenue had not occurred.

26It should be noted throughout that the correlations are
tentative at best, as extremes in wealth variables, for example, may
tend to overestimate or provide spurious relationships, and slopes and
elasticities have not been calculated to determine their magnitude.

27There was no relationship between black students And wealth
(r 0.111). There was a low relationship between hispanic students
and wealth (r - -0.202); district wealth accounted for only 4 percent
in the variation of numbers of hispanic students across Texas districts
(i2 - 0.0408).

28The factor PAS/SAS was utilized to denote_eXperience (TEC 3
16.154); where DAS - district average classrooL minittt_Salary, SAS iS
the statewide average minimum required per Texag EdutatiOn-Cede.

29The highest r2_=. 0.174. _Also;_the pOSSibility_Of M & 0 taxes
being used by_wealthier_districts for building purposes has been raised.
C.f. Strain, Sherri (1985). The-It dt-Of MB 72 en the-E-Uali-ZatiOn of
School Finance in-Texas (dot. diSS.), The UniVerSity of Texas: Austin,
Texas. AlSO,_districts which were receiving equalization transition
aid were provided disincentives for raising I&S rates. Therefore;
theae data may not reveal the entire picture of I&S taxes in Texas;

"For Wealth and 1) total tax rate; 2) I & S rate, 3) M & 0
Vate_r2 ==, 0.050, 0.074, and 0.003, respectively. Thus; wealth accounted
for less than 7 percent (at most) in the variation in district's M&O,
or I&S, or total tax rate;

3ILittle variation was explail-ed by this variable, r2 - 0.116,
0.117, 0.071 for average salary, average salary including career ladder,
and beginning teacher salary, respectively.
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32Perhaps the numbers, versus percentage of total district ADA,
of special program pupils in the larger districts could provide a
plausible explanation for this. That is, when the proportion of the
district's population that was a special population was taken into
account, no relationship was exhibited. When actual numbers of special
population students were considered, a moderate, negative relationship
was found.

33For percentage of students passing all sections of TABS, r
0.035, 0.020, 0.010, for total tax rate, M & 0 rate; and I & S rate,
respectively.

34r2 - 0.257; 0.179 for the variation explained by local
enrichment and State and local enrichment respectively, in total teacher
salaries. r2 - 0;102 for the variation explained by total State and
local revenue per pupil in total teacher salaries.

35As discussed previously; the correlation of teacher experience
variables and wealth was very low, however (r - 0.153, 0.149)_suggesting
that the highest teacher salaries; related to an experienced force of
teachers, would be correspondingly lower in wealthy districts; For the
variation accounted for by wealth in average, total and beginning
salaries, r2 - 0.151; 0.145; 0.170, respectively.

36Special program pupils included special; vocational, bilingual
and compensatory education; For gifted and talented students; there
was no relationship to test scores found (r - 0.000, -0.185, for TABS
and TEAMS tests; respectively).

37The correlation between minority and poor students was :884,
indicating a relatively strong interaction between these variables.

38TEC, Chapter 2; § 16.104.

39According to Odden, Berne and Stiefel (1979), "Great care
should be given to_making conclusions about the_equity of a state_school
finance system on the basis of . . one statistic. ." Education
Finance Center, op. cit., p. 39. This may_be especially relevant for

:measures, like the range which ate affected by inflation.

40See Table 17 for correlations, regressions;_slopes and
elasticities relating to revenue and wealth. The variation accounted
for by the correlation was small (r2-0.38). The property values utilized
in computing both the correlations, regressions, and slopes were based
ot the 1984 tax year (January l_to December 31, 1984). They_were
utilized for computing the local fund assignment in the Foundation
Sthool_program for the 1985-86 school year. If property values declined
More than 8_percent between 1984 (tax year) and 1985;_hOwever, the_1985
property values were used. _It should be noted that this measure of
property wealth provides a lag time between assessments and diStribution
of state aid; it was utilized to provide comparable data for the
crosstime comparisons: The 1985 tax year property value correlation
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with wealth was 0.62. Both calculations are presented for comparison,
although, when cross time comparisons were not nsed, the more recent
wealth measure is preferred.

41Source: Education Finance Center, Education Commission of
the States, (1979), Equity in School Finance, Appendix C. Report No.
F79-9. Author: Denver, Colorado. These data appear to be the most
comprehensive, recent intrastate comparative measures available.

42Education Finance Center, Education Commiss!on on the States
(1979), op cit., p. 39.

45The refined average daily attendance figure is utilized to
denote pupils. It is the best 4 of 8 weeks count, as defined by the
State Board of Education for 1985-86.

44ThiS VAS bated on the 1984 tax year (Jan. 1, 1983-Décember
3 , 198ZO.
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Figure 1

A Summary Of AlterdatiVe Eqviity_Criteria With
ThoSe Utiliied_ in the Methodology

Indicated by an Aateritk

Component of

Equity Concept Alternative for Each Component

Who?

The Group

What?

The Object

HOW?

The

principle

How Much?

The

sualzarY_

statistic

Children

inputs Outputs

-Dollars *-Student Achievement

*-Price-adjusted dollars -Behmvioral output

-Physical resources measures

Horizental EqUity

*-Eque treatment of

equals; minimize

spread in

distribution

Vertical Equity

*-Unequal treatment

unequals; more

objects to the

needier

Univariate Dispersion

*-Range

*-Restricted range__

ig-Federal range ratio

=Relattive bean

&Aviation

*-Tha McLoone index

-Varience

*-Coefficient of variation

-Standaredeviation of

logarithm

*-Gini coefficient

=-AtkintOn't index

-Moil's measure

(Berne and Stiefel, 1984, p.9)

4043

Cutcomes

- Earning potential

-Income

- Satisfaction

Equal Opportunity

o *-Ho discrimination

on the baSit_tif

Property weelth

in school dis-

trict or other

categories:

minimize unde-

sirable rela-

thips

Relationship

*-Simple Correlation

*-Simple SIope

-Quadratic Slope

-Cubic Slope

*-SiMplie Elasticity

=QUAdratit EleSticity

-Cubic ElaitiCity

-Constant Elasticity

- Adjusted Relationship

Measure from Simple

Regression

- Adjusted Relationship

Measure from Quadratic

RegressiOn

-Adjusted Relationship

Measure from Cubic

Regression

-Implicit Weight

-Averaged implicit

Weight



Part 1

Table 1

At Illt:stration of a
Sample Dittrict Calculation

- State revenue (doesn't include bilingual
summer school)

- Local revenue (minus co-curricular/
enterprising)

Total state and local revenue

- Transportation costs

Subtract transportation

- Price differential index

Divide by price differential index

Part 2

$ 4,030,712

$ 899d95

$ 4.930.507

$ 135,258

$ 4.795.249

1.00851

adaaak=_I

- Regular education ADA 1,421.82

- Special education FTES 91.69

- Vocational education FTEs 135.49

o Total average daily attendance 1-649.-00

- Special educationl 194.48

- Vocational education 60.75

- Bilingual education 12.55

- Compensatory education 9.19

- Gifted and talented education 48.00

o Add pupil differentials as per current law 1 973.97

- Small district weight 1.07148

Add Small district weight per pupil 2 115.07 *

3

* Revenue variable (Part 1)

Weighted ADA variable (Part 2)

Divide revenue variable by weighted ADA to derive
revenue per student figure

Part

$ 4,754,786

2,115.07

2;_248

1Special education and vocational education weighted added include
those weights over 1 FTE per pupil (which was included in the first
section of Part 2). Each student in bilingual, compensatory, and gifted
and talented 6ducation programs are weighted in accordance with current
law.
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Table 2

Pearson Product Moment Correlations Between Selected Variables, 1985-86 Y

Total Tax Rate

Minority Students as % of Total

Black as % of Total

Hispanic as % of Total

Mee Differential Index

Refined ADA=46t 4 Of 8 Weeka

% 9th Grade Pasaing All Set. TABS

Chg; in ADA; 1984 to 1985 _

Density: Students per Square Mile

Lunch: Comp, Ed, as % of Total

M & 0 Tax Rate _

Wealth-Property Value Per Pupil

Operating Cost Per Pupil

I & S Rate

Average Teacher Salary; 1984-85

Average Salaryi Career_Isdder

Mean Career Ladder Supplement

Mean Beginning Teaeher Salary

Unadjusted PDI (Raw PDI)

Total Salary Adjusted by Raw PDI

Number of Special Education Pupils

Number of Vocational Ed; Pupils

Number of Regular Ed, Pupils

Number of Comp; Edi Pupils

Number of Bilingual Ed; PUP11S _

Number of Gifted & Talented Pupils

PDI Allocation Per Pupil

Small District; Alloc; Per Pupil

LFA as a Percent of State Aid

Beginn, Percent Fund

Operating Total Local State Fund Balance of

Wealth -Cost_ Revenue Revenue Revenue Balance Total_Revenue

-0,223 0.152 0.197 0;042 0;129 0.053 0.038

4,122 0.079 =0.109 -0;233 0;280 =0;148 4.176

0;111 0.011 0.004 0,157 -0,260 -0.083 4.104

=0.202 0.008 =0.122 4,353 0;470 -0;099 -0.114

0;010 =0006 4.176 0.053 -0,268 -0;328 -0331

0,166 0;095 -0:050 0.162 4.324 =0;234 -0;290

0,161 -0.005 0;136 0;255 4.291 0;132 0;131

4.020 4.317 -0;200 =0;121 =0;000 4,090 -0;045

0.019 0.045 -0;073 0;007 4;087 4.254 4;308

4.228 0.048 -0,108 4,373 0.518 4.075 =0.087

4.059 0;385 0;402 0;308 =0.110 0,128 0;056

1.000 0;595 0;647 0.762 4.625 0,367 0.127

0,595 1,000 0;907 0,785 -0.400 0.451 04169

4.272 4,296 -0.248 4;363 0;358 4.095 =0;018

0389 0.441 0.343 0375 -0;619 0:042 =0,055

0;382 0,426 0,322 0,554 4;606 0;025 -0;070

-0.141 -0;158 ' 40;138 4,222 0,233 =0.038 0;008

0,412 0,362 0;303 0;495 4.525 0,016 -0,888

0.055 0,024 4.158 0;093 4;316 4.337 4.355

0,446 0.525 0.545 0,623 -0,495 0319 0,209

0,171 0,107 4,041 0,167 -0322 -0135 -0,296

0;175 0,093 =0.050 0.166 =0.331 -0;226 -0;281

0.166 0;094 q1;051 0.161 4.323 -0.234 -0;289

0.116 0,089 -0,067 0;080 --4.202 =0.218 -0.270

0,104 0.079 -0;065 0;066 -0;177 =0.220 =0.275

0.188 0.107 =0;030 0;188 -0;347 ,0.239 4.304

0.009 4.006 =0.177 0;052 =0;268 -0:328 4.330

0;143 0.277 0.430 0;131 0;217 0;409 0.314

0,559 0.556 0;901 -0.951 0;220 0;056 _

=0.366 -0,359 .4.764 0.922 -0,106 -0.006 46
Per Pupil -0,527



Table 2

(continued)

Wealth

Exper, Teacher AllOC, Pet Pdpil 4.001

Equalization Transition Pet Pupil 0.415

Local Fund Assignment Per PUP11 0.730

Sum of All Special Program Pupils 0;136

Special Pupils as % of Total Pupils -0.177

R6gu1ar Pupils_is % of Total_Pupils._ 0;161

T6t4 State & kcal Roenue Per Pupil 0.647

Local Revenue Pit Noil 0.762

State Revenue Pik Pupil_ -0 625

Beginning Fund BalinCe_Per PUpil 0.367

% Fund Balance of_Total Revenue 0.127

Local Enrichment Per PUOil 0.721

State&Local Enrichment Per Pupil 0.682

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1q85 0.153

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1986 0;149

Beginn. Percent Fund

Operating _Total Local State Fund Beano of

Cost Revehue Revenue Revenue Balance Total Revenue

0.045 0,009 0.038 -0,054

0.438 0.487 0.630 -0,565

0.625 0.630 0.920 -0,908

0.090 4.056 0.111 -0.244

-0.017 4.142 -0.303 0.366

0.083 0.080 0.194 4.245

0.907 1.000 0.838 4,394

0.785 0.838 1,000 =042

-0,400 -0.394 -0,832 1.000

0.451 0.546 0,410 -0.136

0.169 0.220 0.144 =0.020

0.821 0.900 0.970 -0.718

0.852 0.946 0.899 -0.551

0,159 0,108 0.221 -0,261

0.156 0,107 0,216 4.255

-0.047

0.254

0.288

4.230

-0.196

0.094

0.546

0.410

-0.136

1.000

0.879

0.454

0.502

4.005

-0 005

-0.068

0.147

0.086

-0288

-0.217

0.085

0.220

0.144

-0.020

0.879

1;000

0.169

0.197

-0.054

-0.053

a/ Opeiating Cost 8nd revinqi viriablei do not contain
allowable adjustment-a which are necesgary in the

analyils of equity. Local revenue, iitate revenue, beginning fund balance and percentage fund balance of

total revenue, are only part of total revenue variable.
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Table 3

Correlations Between Tax Rates and Selected Variables

Total Tax
Rate

M&O
Rate

_I&S

Rate a/

Total Tax Rate 1.000 0.783 0.497
Minority Students as % of Total =0.254 4).196 =0.130
Black as % of Total =0.148 0.017 -0.258
Hispanic as % of Total -0179 -0218 0;020
Price Differential Index -0;162 -0;109 -0;106
Refined ADA--Best 4 of 8 Weeks -0349 -0179 -0305
% 9th Grade Passing All Sec. TABS 0.186 0.140 0.100
Chg. in ADA, 1984 to 1985 -0.024 -0.268 0.336
Density:_ Students per Square Mile -0.240 -0.177 -0.133
Lunch: Comp Ed AS % of Total =0.230 =0.189 -0.103
K & 0 TAX Rate 0.783 1.000 =0.150
Wealth-Property Value Per Pupil -0.223 -0.059 =0.272
Operating Cost Per Pupil 0.152 0.385 -0.296
I & S Rate 0.497 -0.150 1.000
Average Teacher Salary; 1984-85 -0;042 0.196 -0340
Average Salary & Career Ladder -0007 0165 -0342
Mean Career Ladder Supplement -0.359 -0.106 0:092
Mean,Beginning Teacher Salary -0.075 0.106 -0.267
Unadjusted PDI (Raw-PDT) -0.222 -0.128 -0.175
Total Salary Adjusted by Raw PDI 0.091 0.307 40.284
Number of Special Education Pupils =0.359 =0.179 =0.111
Number of Vocational Ed. PUOila =0.377 =0.198 =0.325
Number of Regular Ed. Pupila =0.347 =0.178 =0.303
Number of Comp; Ed; Pupils =0.354 =0.195 =0.290
Number of Bilingual Ed; Pupils -0339 -0.202 -0.257
Number of Gifted & Talented Pupils -0376 -0;205 -0311
PDI Allocation Per Pupil -0.162 -0:09 -0.105
Small District. Alloc. Per Pupil 0.055 0097 -0.047
LFA as a Percent of State Aid 0.000 0.101 -0.410
Equal EnrichMent Per Pupil 0.132 --0.162 0.436
Exper. Teacher Alloc. Per PUpil -0.147 0.053 -0.307
Equalization Transition Per Pupil 0.087 0.154 -0.077
Local Fund Assignment Per Pupil -0:187 0:094 -0429
Sum of All Special Program Pupils -0;359 -0.203 -0.288
Special Pupils at % of Total Pupils -0.222 -0255 0004
.e5ulat Pupils at % of Total Pupils 0.094 0.018 0.125
Total State & Local Revenue Per Pupil 0.197 0.402 =0.248
Local Revenue Per Pupil 0.042 0.308 -0.363
State Revenue Per Pupil 0.129 0.110 0.358
Beginning Fund Balance Per Pupil 0053 0.128 -0.095

% Fund Balance of Total Revenue 0.038 0.C56 -0.018

Local Enrichment Per Pupil 0182 0.417 -0293
State&Local Enrichment Per Pupil 0.257 0.439 -0.205
Minimum Salary Ratio; 1985 =0.184 0.071 -0 .39.1

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1986 -0.178 0.071 =0.382

4_9
Lai Because of the long term expend:ture and benefits related to debt

service, attribution of this cost to any one year is tenuous.
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Table 4

Correlations baween Selectei Variables and Teacher Salaries

on1=1...

Beginning Average Career Total

-Salary Salar Ladder Solar

Total Tax Rate 4.075 -0.042 -0.035

Minority Students as % of Total 0,080 0;040 0 170 0.065

Black as % of Total 0,195 0;216 -0234 0;218

Hispanic as % of Total -0.054 -0.112 0.213 -0.087

Price Differential Index 0.040 0.578 -0.015 0.600

Refined ADA--Best 4 of 8 Weeks 0335 0.309 -0.167 0,340

% 9th Grade Passing All Sec. TABS 0,013 0.091 0.042 0.076

Chg. in ADA, 1984 to 1985 -0.106 -0.202 0,164 -0.189

Density: Students per Square Mile 0,230 0.345 -0,006 0,373

Lunch: Comp Ed BS % of Total -0,123 -0.190 0.116 -0.170

M & 0 Tax Rate 0;106 0;196 4.1% 0.165
4,

0 Wealth-Property Value Per Pupil 0,412 0,389 4.141 0.381

Operating Cost Per Pupil 0,361 0.440 4.158 0.426

I & S Rate -0.266 -0.339 0.090 -0.342

Average Teacher Sa1ary, 1984-85 0.734 1,000 4.090 0.990

Average Salary & Career Ladder 4.723 0.990 4,067 1.000

Mean Career Ladder Supplement -0.059 -0 093 1.000 -0.067

Mean Beginning Teacher Salary 1;000 0.735 -0;058 0;723

Unadjusted PDI (Raw PDI) 0.436 0.566 4.058 0;590

Total Salary Adjusted by Raw PDI 0.546 0.760 -0.043 0.740

Number of Special Education Pupils 0.323 0.303 0.181 0.335

Number of Vocational Ed. Pupils 0.357 0.332 -0.161 0.364

Number of Regular Ed. Pupils 0;335 0;308 -0;167 0;339

Number of Comp. Ed, Pupils 0,265 0.234 -0,148 0;266

Number of Bilingual Ed. Pupils 0.256 0.184 -0.163 0.211

Number of Gifted & Talented Pupils 0,342 0.336 -0,151 0.371

PDI Allocation Per Pupil 0,400 0.578 -0.014 0.600

Small District. Alloc. Per Pupil -0.204 -0.340 -0.357 -0.357

LEA as a Percent of State Aid 0,537 0.614 0.600 0.600
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tammwoommot

Table 4

(continued)

Begiuning Average Weer Totil

Salto Salary ladder_ Salaty,

Equal Enrichment Per Pupil_ -0;481 4,561 4,550 -0;550

Exper, Teacher All 0,238oc, Per Pupil 0;088 4,131 0;247

EqUalization Transition Per Pupil 0.246 0;338 --0.130 0,320

LaCil Fund ASSignment Pet POpil 0;5690 517 -0;246 0.557

Sum of_All Special PrOgram Pii0ili 0.296 0 240 -0.167 0;275

*cid Pupils as % of Total Pupils 0;006 -.0.065 0.0.93

;182

-0;044

Regular Pupils_as % of Total_Pupils 0 0,053 0.1790;176

Total State & Local ReVenue Per Pupil 0 302 0;340 0.138 0.320

Local Revenue Pei Pupil 0.494 0,574 -0;220 0.554

State Revenue Per Pupil -0.525 -0;618 0;233

-11(61

Beginning Fund Balance Per P411 0.016 0,042

-0;089 4,055

-0.038

% Fund Balance of_Total Revenue
0;00

Local Enrichment Per Pupil 0;440 0.531 4.188 0;507

State&Local Enrichment_Per Pupil 0;360 0.447 4.141 0;423

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1985 0;208 0.410 4.165 0;417

Minimum.Salary Ratio, 1986 0205. 0,040 -0.161 0;409

a Total Average Salary (1984-85) plus Career Ladder Adjusted by the Price Differential Index (1985-86),



Table 5

Correlations Between Test Scores and Selected Variables

V r b es

Total Tax Rate
Minority Students as % of Total
Black as % of Total
Hispanic as % of Total
Price Differential Index
Refined ADA--Best 4 of 8 Weeks
% 9th Grade Passing All Sec. TABS
Chg. in ADA, 1984 to 1985
Density: Students per Square Mile
Lunch: Comp Ed as % of Total
K & 0 Tax Rate
Wealth-Property Value Per ADA
Operating Cost Per-Pupil
I & S Rate
Average Teacher Salary 1984-85
Average Salary & Career Ladder
Mean Career Ladder Supplement
Mean Beginning Teacher Salary
Unadjusted PDI (Raw PDI)
Total Salary Adjusted by Raw PDI
Number of Special Education Pupils
Number of Vocational Ed. Pupils
Number of Regular Ed. Pupils
Number of Comp. Ed. Pupils
Number of Bilingual Ed. Pupils
Number of Gifted & Talented Pupils
PDI Allocation Per7Pupil
Small District. Alloc. Per Pupil
LFA as a Percent of State Aid
Equal Enrichment Per Pupil
Exper. Teacher Alloc. Per Pupil
Equalization Transition Per Pupil
Local Fund Assignment Per Pupil
Sum of All Special Program Pupils
Special Pupils as % of Total Pupils
Regular Pupils as % of Total Pupils
Total State & Local Revenue Per Pupil
Local Revenue Per Pupil
State Revenue Per Pupil
Beginning Fund Balance Per Pupil
% Fund Balance of Total Revenue
Local Enrichment Per Pupil
State&LocaI Enrichment Per Pupil
Minimum Salary Ratio, 1985
Minimum Salary Ratio, 1986

TABSPercent
Passing All
Sec ions

TEAMS-Total
Standardized
Score a

0;186 0;154
-0699 -0.695
-0;405 -0.351
-0493 -0;532
-0;134 -0;009
-0;379 -0.173
1;000 0.760
0;215 0.217
-0.202 -0.056
-0.722 -0.772
0.140 0.120
0.161 0.232
0.005 0.042
0.100 0.079
0.091 0.168
0.077 0.167
0.042 =0.066
0.013 0.050
=0.230 =0.072
0.279 0.256
=0;391 =0.182
=0.406 =0.226
=0.378 -0.170
-0.485 =0.297
=0.481 -0.283
0.000 -0.185

-0.134 -0;008
0.075 0;017
0202 0;319
-0;258 -0;395
-0;170 -0.160
0;286 0;335
0.156 0;269
-0455 -0.255
-0;597 -0;558
0.172 0;240
0;136 0163
0.255 0;344

-0;291 -0.413
0;132 0.080
0.131 0.071
0;296 0.365
0.267 0.303

-0.079 -0.043
-0.076 -0.041

a/ N 897, only districts administering the test were included.
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Table 6

Correlations Between Foundation School Progam Selected Variables

Variables

Price

Differential

Index

Small

District Equal1za0on

Allotment Enrichment

Experienced

Teacher

Allotment

Local

Fund

Assipment

Total Tax Rate

Minority Students as % of Total

Black 68 % of Total

Hispanic_as % of Total

Price Differential Index

Refined ADA--Best 4 of 8 Week§

% 9th Grade Passing All Sec; TABS

Chvin ADA; 1984 to 1985

Density:_ Students per_Square Mile

Lunch: Comp Ed as % of Total

M & 0 Tai Rate

Wealth7Property Valüe Pet Ptipil

Operating Cost Per Pupil

I & S Rate

Average Teacher Salary, 1984785

Average Salary_& Career ladder

Mean Career_Ladder Supplement

Mean Beginning Teacher Salary

Unadjusted PDI (Raw PDT)

Total Salary Adjusted by ReW_PDI_

Number of Special Education Pupils

Number of Vocational Ed; Pupils

Number of Regular Ed. Pupils

Number of Comp, Ed, Papils

Number of Bilingual Ed, Pupils

NOMbet_of Gifted & Talented Pupils

P01 Allocation Per Pupil

Small District, AlloC, Per Papil

LFA as a Percent of State Aid
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-0.162 0.055

0.375 -0.203

0.313 -0.147

0.162 -0.102

1.000 -0.674

0.569 -0.234

4134 0.075

-0.142 -0.050

0.727 -0.318

0.066 0.012

-0.109 0.097

0.010 0.143

-0.006 0.277

4105 4.047

0.579 4.344

0.601 -0.358

-0.015 0.033

0.404 -0.205

0.966 -0.617

4059 0.078

0.564 4229

0.545 -0.224

0.570 -0.234

0.492 -0.192

0.461 -0.177

0.560 -0.225

1.000 0.000

-0.675 1.000

0.203 -0.030

0.132

0.288

-0.331

0.517

-0.248

40.356

-0.258

0.054

4.081

0.510

-0.162

-0.527

-0.366

0.436

-0.561

4.551

0.255

-0.481

-0.301

-0.439

-0.364

-0.357

=0.355

-0.225

-0.200

-0.378

-0.247

0.097

-0.873

-0.147

0.077

0.453

-0.178

0.065

0.230

-0.170

-0.228

0.055

0.083

0.053

-0.001

0.045

-0307

0;239

0.247

-0.131

0.088

0.128

0.203

0.249

0.282

0.228

0.238

0.195

0.275

0.065

0.017

0.071

-0.169

-0.176

0.282

-0.373

0.203

0.362

0.202

-0.059

0.122

4.377

0.101

0.697

0.559

-0.410

0.614

0.602

-0.240

0.537

0.276

0.527

0.362

0.375

0.361

0.264

0.244

0.389

0.203

-0.030
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Table 6

(continued)

Pria

Differential

IndexVariables

Equal Enrichment Per Pupil

Exper. Teacher Alloc; Per Pupil

Equalization Transition Per Pupil

LOCal Fund Assignment Per Pupil

SUM of All SpeCi51 hook Pup1l8

SpeCial Pupils as % Of TOW Pupifli

Regular Pupils as % Of TOW PuOilS

Total State&Local Revenue Per Pupil

Local R.evenue Per Pupil

State Revenue Per Pupil_

Beginning_Fund Balance Fer Pupil
;_

% Fund Balance of Total Revenue

-0.247

0.065

-0.009

0.144

0,591

0.268

0,198

-0.177

0.052

-0.268

-0.328

-0.330

Local Enrichment Per Pupil -0.009

State&Local Enrichment Per Pupil -0,090

Minimum Salary Ratio 1985 0;134

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1986 0,130

57

Small

District

Allotment

0.097

0.017

0.036

0.083

-0.201

-0.176

0.112

0,430

0.131

0.217

0.409

0 314

0.150

0.209

-0.068

-0,065

Equalization

Enrichmoit

1,000

-0.178

0.459

-0.844

4).271

0 337

-0.125

43.359

4.764

0.922

43.106

-0.006

-0.653

-0.450

-0.298

43,291

Experienced

Teacher

-0.178

1.000

-0.127

0.097

0.230

-0;019

-0;309

0.009

0,038

-40.054

-0.047

-0.068

-0.002

=0.059

0.650

0.638

58

Local

Fund

Ass nt

-0.873

0.171

0.618

0.983

0.302

-0.261

0;200

0.556

0.901

-0.951

0.220

0.056

0.778

0 638

0.274

0.268



Table 7

Correlations Between Number of Special Program Pupils and Selected Variables

Variable-Er-

Gifted & Non-Special

Special Vocational Compensatory Bilingual Talented Program

Education Education Education Education Education__Pu ils

Total Tax Rate -0.359 -0.378 -0.354 4.339 -0.376 -0.347

Minority Students as % of Total 0.473 0.473 0.567 0.561 0.452 0.470

Black as % of Total 0.610 0.638 0.581 0.528 0.624 0.595

Hispanic as % of Total 0.110 0.095 0.231 0.254 0.081 0.114

Price Differential Index 0.566 0.547 0.494 0.462 0.561 0.571

Refined ADA--Best 4 of 8 Weeks 0.996 0.982 0.974 0.955 0.966 0.999

% 9th Grade Passing All Sec. TABS -0.391 -0.406 -0.485 -0,481 -0.373 -0,378

Chg. in ADA, 1984 to 1985 -0.165 -0.151 -0.185 4.167 -0.132 -0,157

Density: Studentu per Square Mile 0.588 0.567 0,587 0.600 0.570 0.601

o Lunch: Comp Ed as % of Total 0,255 0.261 0.403 0.409 0.274 0.249

M & 0 Tax Rate -0.179 -0.198 -0.195 -0.202 -0.205 -0.178

Wealth-Property Value Per Pupil 0.171 0.175 0.116 0.104 0.188 0,166

Operating Cost Per Pupil 0.107 0.093 0.089 0.079 0.107 0.094

I & S Rate -0,321 -0.325 -0.290 4.257 =0.311 -0.303

Average Teacher Salary, 1984-85 0,303 0.332 0.234 0.184 0.337 0.308

Average Salary & Career Ladder 0.336 0.364 0.267 0.212 0.371 0.339

Mean Career Ladder Supplement -0.181 -0.161 -0.149 -0.164 -0.151 4.167

Mean Beginning Teacher Salary 0.323 0.358 0.265 0.257 0.343 0.335

Unadjusted PDI (Raw PDI) 0,746 0.733 0.688 0.656 0,737 0.754

Total Salary Adjusted by Raw PDI -0.188 -0.146 -0.223 -0.261 -0.141 4.189

Number of Special Education Pupils 1.000 0.980 0.970 0.946 0,970 0,995

Number of Vocational Ed. Pupils 0.980 1.000 0.959 0.924 0.984 0.980

Number of Regular Ed. Pupils 0,995 0.980 0.974 0.956 0.964 IMO

Number of Comp, Ed. Pupils 0.970 0.959 1.000 0.984 0,929 0,974

Number of Bilingual Ed. Pupils 0.946 0.924 0.984 1.000 0.890 0.956

Number of Gifted & Talented Pupils 0.970 0,984 0.929 0.890 1.000 0.964

PDI Allocation Per Pupil 0.564 0.545 0.492 0.461 0.560 0.570

Small District. Alloc, Per Pupil -0.229 -0.224 -0.192 -0.177 -0,225 -0.234

LFA as a Percent of State Aid 0 362 0.375 0.264 0.244 0.389 0.361
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Variables

Table 7

(c'ntinued)

Gifted Non-Special

_Special Vocational Compensatory Bilingual Talented Program

Education Education Educatioft _Education Education PUih

Equal Enrichment Per Pupil -0.364 -0.357 . -0.225 -0.200 .0.378 -0.035

Exper. Teacher Alloc. Per Pupil 0.249 0.282 0.238 0.195 0.275 0.228

Equalization Transition Per Pupil 4,049 -0.010 -0.107 -0.117 4,026 4.048

Local Fund Assignment Per Pupil 0,377 0.390 0.288 0.266 0,403 0.373

Sum of All Special Program Pupils 0.981 0,970 0,992 0.988 0.948 0.986

Special Pupils as % of Total Pupils 0.306 0.314 0.397 0.456 0,304 0.308

Regular Pupils as % of Total Pupils .0,015 -0.046 ;0.007 0,026 -0.034 0.029

Total Statekocal Revenue Per Pupil .0.041 .0.050 -0.067 4.065 .0.030 .0.051

Local Revenue Per Pupil 0.167 0,166 0.080 0.066 0.188 0.161

State Revenue Per Pupil -0.322 -0.331 -0.202 -0.177 .0.347 -0.323

' Beginning Fund Balance Per Pupil -0.235 .0.226 .0.218 .0.220 4.239 .0.234

% Fund Balance of Total Revenue 4.296 -0.281 .0.270 -0 275 4.304 -0.289

Local Enrichment Per Pupil 0.023 0.014 -0,056 .0.063 0.039 0,017

State&Local Enrichment Per Pupil -0 090 -0.100 .0.138 .0 139 -0,075 .0.094

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1985 0 278 0.307 0.251 0.202 0.298 0.258

Minimum Salary Ratio, 1986
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Table 8

Changes in Correlation Coefficient Over Time

_ Wealth
Per-PvoiI ADARL

Percent Percent
Hispanic

delth Per Pupil

_Bleck-

1983=84 bl 1.000

ealth Per Pupil
1985-86 1.000

0.161

0.166

0.147

0.111

-0.149

-0202

Change in Wealth
--Pe-r-Purrizi- 0.000 0.005 -0.036 -2-152
perating_Expendicures Per-Pupil,
19831984 0.610

operating Revenue Per Pupil
1985-86 0.595

0.100

0.095

0.191

0.105

-0.187

0.008

Change in Operating
-Expentifture -0.015 =0 005 -0.086 0.195

Low Teacher Salary.
1983-84 0.434 0.473 0.335 -0.265

Lov_Teacher Salary;
1985-86 0.412 0.3?5 0.195 -0.054

Change in Low
. -0.138 -0.140 0,211

Average 'feather SalarY.
1983-84 0.383 0.366 0.310 -0.305

Average_Teacher Salary.
1985=86 0389 0.309 0.216 -0.112

Change_in Average
Ilta.t2.1thirl--------... 0,006- -0_057 -0 094 0.193

Price Differential Indek;
1984.05 0.204 0403 0.268 -0.110

Ptiet Differential Index.
1985-86 0;010 0;571 0.314 0.162

Change in Price_ _

--2.11a101111-andgx---------JUDI-
Equalization Enrichment Aid.

198445_ -0.470 =0.335 -0.393 0.4..4

Equalization EnrichLent Aid,
_1985-86 -0.527

ange in Enrichment Equali-

-0;356 -0.331

0-042

0.517

-0.081ption Aid -0.057 -0.021

Experienced Teacher Allotment,
1984-85 -0.154 0.322 0.328 0.801

Experienced Teacher Allotiednt,
1985-86 -0.001

hang, in Experienced Teacher

0.230 0453 0;077

Allotment 0.153 -0.092 0.125 -0-.724

qualization Transition Aid.
198445 -0.458

iqualization Transition Aid.
1985-86 0.415

hange in Equalizatiov

0.128

-0.046

-0.177

-0.017

-0.176

;0.281

Tratticion Aid 0.37) 0.174 0.160 .0 105

a/ADA is for 198344. for 1985-86 ADA - RADA (Refined ADA; Best
4 of 8 weeks).

5/Data for 1983-84_and 1984;85 from Lyndon Baines_Johnson School of
Public Affairs;_The University_of Texas at Austin. Policy Research Report.

No. 70, The _Initial Effects of House Btl1--Z2. These data represent

preliminary state aid calculations. According to the report "the differ-

endos betveen preliminary and final calculations depend in most cases On

changes in ADA; therefore, the per pupil figure . . should not be

substantially affected." (p. 23)
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Table 9

Weighted Dispersion Measures tor Total State and Local
Revenue, Texas Foundation School Program, 1985-86

All Districts
Measure An Districts Except Sparse 2i_

Mean $ ,390.13 $2;387.50

Standard Deviation $ 379.69 $ 369.35

Coefficient of Variation 15.89 15.47

Gini Coefficient 0.075 0.074

McLoone Index 0.933 0.932

Federal Range Ratio 0.43 0.48

Range
(100th-lst) $9,781.00 $9,781.00
High 11,475.00 11,475.00
Low 1,694.0C 1,694.00
Ratio 6.77

Restricted Range
(95th-5th) 9;:5.00 9 967.00
High L 962.00 2,962.00
Low 1i9' )0
Ratio 1.8 +8

(90th-lOth) $ ; .1% : 716.00
High 2,8 "-CM ?,818.00
Low 2,1( :.00 2,102.00
Ratio 1 I b 1.33

Correlation between
Wealth and Revenue 060 0.61

Slope between
Wealth and Revenue 0:0010 0:0011

Elasticity between
Wealth and Revenue 0.0999 0.1073

N-1063 N-981

a/Af.--, defined in ctIrrant law, TEC, Chaptet 2, § 16.104.
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Table 10

Revenue Disparity Measures for 35 States in 1976,
Ranked from Most Equitab1e(1) to Least Equitable (35)

Puttk:
Restricted Range
a t-e Value

Federal Range Ratio
Rank State Value

1 Louisiana $283 1 Florida 31

2 West Virginia 313 2 Louisiana_ .31

3 Oklahoma 333 3 WestVirginia .36

4 North Carolina 340 4 New MexiCO__ .37

5 New Mexico 353 5 North Carolina .43

6 Idaho 353 6 Idaho .46

7 Florida 360 7 Wisconsin .48

8 Arkansas 428 8 Minnesota .50

9 Mississirri 485 _9 Oklahoma ;50

10 Missouri Unified 503 10 Delaware 54

11 Tennessee 504 11 Missouri_Unified 57

12 New Hampshire 551 12 Rhode Island .58

13 Minnesota 562 13 Maryland .60

14 Rhode Island 574 14 New Hampshire .61

15 South Dakota 585 15 Indiana .70

16 Wisconsin 590 16 Arkansas .70

17 Delaware 592 17 Vermont .70

18 South Carolina 604 18 Virginia 77

19 Maine 619 19 Illinois Unified 73

20 Indiana 624 20 Mississippi 79

21 Vermont r33 21 Connecticut 80

22 Kentucky 631 22 Oregon .80

23 Maryland 656 23 New Jersey .85

24 Virginia 60 24 Maine .86

25 Nebraska 25 Kentucky .88

26 Illinois Unified 777 26 South Dakoz. .88

27 Texas 27 Texas .89

28 Connecticut 801 28 Nebraska 93

29 Oregon 836 29 Tennessee .94

30 Yew JerSey 804 30 Fyoming .97

31 Georgia 1,M.5 31 New York 1.04

32 Pennsylvania 1. lOuth Carolir4:1 1.05
33 Wyoming 0 33 .,assachusetts 1.10
34 Massachusetts 2,4 34 C:eorgia 2.76

35 New York 35 .nsyIvania 3.90

Source: Education Finance Cnt y 1 Commizsion on the States
(1979), Equity in School Fin=nc-e :?pe;u1. C. Author: Denver, Colorado.
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Table 11

Revenue Disparity Measures_for 35 staes _it 1976,
Ranked from Moat Equitable (1) to Least Equitable (35)

McLoone Index Coefficient of Variation
Rank State Value Rank State Value

1 New Mexico .961 1 Louisiana 9.6
2 West Virginia .951 2 Florida 9.8
3 North Carolina .949 3 West Virginia 10.3
4 Florida .947 4 North Carolina 10.8
5 Oklahoma .942 5 Minnesota 12.5
6 Missouri Unified .932 6 Rhode Illand
7 Minnesota .930 7 New Mexico
8 Mississippi 926 8 Delaware 1-

9 Idadho .926 9 Wisconsin 14
10 Kentucky .923 10 Mississippi
11 Maryland .921 11 Idaho
12 Wyoming .915 12 Maryland 15.7
13 Illinois Unified .913 13 Indiana 16.2
14 Rhode Island .911 14 Vermont
15 Massachusetts .910 15 Connecticut 17.8
16 Louisiana .906 16 South Dakota 17.9
17 Wisconsin 901 17 Missouri Unified 18.2
18 New Hampshire 895 18 Maine 18.3
19 Virginia .892 19 Arkansas 18.8
20 Connecticut .890 20 New Jersey 19.1
21 Arkansas .888 21 Oregon 19.4
22 Nebraska .886 22 Nebraska 20.7
23 Texas .884 23 South Carolina 20.9
24 Indiana .882 24 Oklahoma 21.3
25 Vermont .880 25 Illinois Unified 21.5
26 Maine .880 26 New Hampshire 22.1
27 Delaware 879 27 Massachusetts 224
28 South Dakota .874 28 Texas 22;5
20 New Jersey .871 29 Kentucky 23.8
30 South Carolina .868 30 Virginia 24.0
31 Tennessee .864 31 Tennessee 24.2
32 Georgia .835 32 New York 24.zi

33 New York .816 33 Wyoming 25.
34 Oregon .805 34 Georgia 33.6

35 Pennsylvania 724 35 Pennsylvania

Source: Education Finance Center, Education Commission on the States
(1979), Ecuitv in School Finance, Appendix C. Author: Denver, Colorado.
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Table 12

The Relationship Between Revenues and Wealth
for 35 States in 1976; Ranked from Most

Equitable (1) to Least Equitable

Rank

Correlation Between
Wealth & Revenue

State Value Rank

Elasticity Between
Wealth & Revenue

State Value

1 Illinois Unified 25 Maine ;04
2 Maine ;32 2 Massachusetts 05
3 Louisiana ;37 3 Mississippi .06
4 New Mexico ;37 4 Louisiana .06
5 Minnesota ;41 5 New Mexico .06
6 New Jersey ;41 6 Vermont .11
7 Wisconsin .44 7 Minnesota .12
8 Rhode Island .45 8 TOtAg ii
9 Tennessee .46 9 New Jersey__ .14

10 West Virginia 49 10 North Carolina .15
11 Vermont .49 11 Illinois Unified .16
12 Delaware .51 12 WeSt Virginia .17
13 New Hampshire .53 13 Wisconsin .17
14 South Carolina .55 14 Florida .19
15 North Carolina .56 15 Idaho .19
16 Indiana .58 16 Nebraska .19
17 Massachusetts .62 17 New Hampshire .20
18 Texas .62 18 Connecticut .20
19 Connecticut .63 19 Rhode Island .22
20 Idaho .64 20 Indiana .23
21 Nebraska .67 21 Tennessee 24
22 Oregon 70 22 Delaware
23 Maryland 70 23 Oklahoma 27
24 Virginia 71 24 Wyoming :28
25 South Dakota 76 25 Souch Dakota 29
26 Florida .77 26 Arkansas 33
27 Kentucky ;78 27 Oregon ;33
28 New York ;79 28 Maryland 36
29 Mississippi ;79 29 Missouri Unified .36
30 Arkansas ;81 30 South Carolina .36
31 Missouri Unified ;81 31 Virginia .38
32 Pennsylvania ;81 32 New_York .40
33 Oklahoma .85 33 Kentucky .48
34 Wyoming .89 34 Georgia .65
35 Georgia .93 35 Pennsylvania .98

Source: Education Finance Center, Education Commission on the States
1979), Equity it SChebil TInanee, Appendix C. Author: Denver, Colorado.



Table 13

Weighted Dispersion Measures for Total Revenue:
Cross Time Comparisons,

School Program,
Texas Foundation
1976, 1986

Measure
Years

1976 a/ 1986
Difference

Actual Percent

Coefficient of Variation 22;5 15.9 6.6 2933

Federal Range Ratio 089 0;48 0.41 46.07

McLoone Index 0.884 0.933 0.049 5.54

Resiricted Range kJ $462.73 $272.52 190.21 41.11
(95th-5th)

Correlation 0.62 0.60 0.02 3.23
(Wealth & Revenue)

Elasticity
(Wealth & Revenue) 0.13 0.10 0.03 2.31

g/ Data for 1976 were taken from Tables 10-12. The Source:
Education Finance Celier, Education Commission of the States (1979),
EouitIL in School Finy,nce, Appendix C. Author: Denver, Colorado.

II/ Adjusted for inflation (1967 100). For fiscal year 1976
(September 1975-August 1976) U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, in Business- StatIsties, (1977)_United States Department of
Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis, p. 43. For fiscal year 1986
(September 1985-Auguot 1986), U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statiatida, in Economic Indlcators, October 1986, Prepared for the Joint
Economic Committee by_the Council of Economic Advisors, United States
Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C. The consumer price index
for each month from September to August was summed and averaged to derive
a fisdai year index for both 1976 and 1986.
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Table 14

A Comparison of Total State and Local Revenue at
5 Percent and 0.5 Percent Intervals

_Change to Change to

Revenue
Next Highest
Percentile

Aetual Percentage
Revenue

Per -11qp-il

Next Highest
Percentile

Aetuel-Per-eentage

All Districts:
5 Percent Intervals

All Districts Excl. Sparse a/

0 Percent $1,694.00 $ 0.00 0.00 $1;694.00 $ _0.00 0.00%
_5 Percent 1,997,00 303.00 17.89 1;995.00 301.00 17.77
10 Percent '7.,1112.00 105.00 5.26 2,102.00 107.00 5.36
15 Percent 1A2.00 1.52 2:134.00 3200 1.52
20 Percent 2,;15 Uo 1.00 0.05 2;134.00 000 000
25 Percent 2,1,i .00 i2.00 0.56 2,14700 1300 0.61
30 Percent 2,169.00 22.00 1.02 2;16900 2200 1.02
35 Percent 2,205.00 36.00 1.66 2;20500 3600 1:66
40 Percent 2,241.00 36.00 1.63 2;241;00 3600 1;63
65 Percent 2,281.00 40.00 1.78 2;28000 39.00 1.74
5(.4 Percent 2,305.00 24.00 1.05 2;305;00 25.00 1.10
55 Percent 2,323.00 18.00 0.78 2,323.00 18.00 0.78
60 Peteent 2,360.00 37.00 1.59 2,360.00 37.00 1.59
65 Percent 2,379.00 19.00 0.81 2,379.00 19.00 0.81
70 Percent 2 453.00 74.00 3.11 2,453.00 74.00 3.11
75 Percent 2,505.00 52.00 2.12 2,505.00 52.00 2.12
80 Percent 2,619.00 114.00 4.55 2,610.00 105.00 4.19
85 Percent 2,706.00 87.00 3.32 2,706.00 96.00 3.68
90 Percent 2,818.00 112.00 4.14 2,818.00 112.00 4.14
95 Percent 2,962.00 144.00 5.11 2,962.00 144.00 5.11

100 Percent 11,475.00 8,513.00 287.41 11,475.00 8,513.00 287.41

0.5 Percent Intervals
950 Percent 2;962.00 0.00 0.00 $2,962.00 0.00 0.00
95.5 Percent 3;021.00 239.00 8.07 2,991.00 29.00 0.98
960 Percent 3,078.00 57.00 0.16 3,077.00 86.00 2.88
96;5 Percent 3,181.00 103.00 3.35 3,150.00 73.00 2.37
97.0 Percent 3,289.00 108.00 3.40 3,286.00 136.00 4.32
97.5 Percent 3,499.00 210.00 6.38 3,367.00 81.00 2.47
98.0 Percent 3,587.00 88.00 2.52 3,587.00 220.00 6.53
98.5 Percent 3,655.00 68.00 1.90 3,655.00 68.00 1.90
99.0 Percent 3,734.00 79.00 2.16 3,729.00 74.00 2.02
99.5 Percent 4,058.00 324.00 8.68 3,997.00 268.00 7.19
100 Percent 11,475.00 7,417.00 182.77 11,475.00 7,478.00 187.09

N=1063 N-981

Ai AS defined in Current law, TEC, Chapter 2, § 16.104.
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Table 15

Weighted Dispersioa Measures for Tool Revenue

Texas School Foundation School Programi 1985-86

Measure

Pupils:

100% -99%-- 45%

Coefficient of Variation

Percent Change

Gini Coefficient

Percent Change

Federal Range Ratio

Percent Change

Fcloone Index

Pacent Change

Pange

(100th-ls')

High

Low

Ratio

Restricted Range

(95th-5th)

High

Low

Ratio

00th-lOth)

High

Low

Ratio

Nr.1063 74

15.89 13.16 10.16

0.17 0.23

0.075 0.068 0.056

0.09 0.18

0.48 0.48 0.41

0.00 0.16

0.993 0.933 0;933

MO 0;00

$ e),781.00 $2,035.00 $1,265.00

11,475.00 3,729.00 2,959.00

1,694.00 1,694.00 1,694.00

6.77 2.20 1.75

$ 965.00 $ 964.00 $ 808.00

2,962.00 2,959.00 2,803.00

1,997.00 1,995.00 1,995.00

1.48 1.48 1.41

$ 716.00 $ 703.00 $ 606.00

2,81800 2,805.00 2,706.00

2,102;00 2,102.00 2,100.00

1.34 1.33 1.29

Difference:

100% to 99% to 100% to

99% 95% 95%

2.73 3.00 5.73

0.17 0.23 0.36

0.007 0.012 0.019

0.09 0.18 0.25

0.00 0.08 0.08

0.00 0.16 0.16

0.00 000 000

0;00 0.00 0.00

$7,746.00 $770.00 $8,512.00

7,746.00 770;00 8,516.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

4.57 0.45 0.74

$ 1.00 $156.00 $ 157.00

3.00 156.00 159.00

2.00 0.0U 2.00

000 0.08 0.08

$ 13.00 $ 97.00 $ 110.00

13.00 99.00 112.00

0.00 2.00 2.00
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Figure 4
relented Dispersion Measures For Total Revenue:

All Pupils ind Excluding One and Five
Percent of Total Pupils
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Table 16

Weighted Di_spersion Measures for Total Revenue

Texas School Foundation School Program, 1985-86

Excluding Sparse Districts

Measure 100%

Pupils:

99% 95%

100% to

99%

Difference:

99% to

95%

100% to

95%

Coefficient of Variatiun 15,47 13.03 10.15 2,44 2.88 5.32

Percent Change 0.16 0,22 0,16 0.22 0.34

Gini Coefficient 0.074 0;0b8 0;056 0.006 0;012 0;018

Percent Change 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.18 0.24

Federal Range Ratio 0.48 0.47 0.41 0.01 0.07 0.08

Percent Change 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.14 0.16

McLoone Index 0,932 0.932 0.932 0.00 0,00 0.00

Percent Change .1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Range

(100th4st) $ 9,781.00 $2,008.00 $1,265.00 $7,773.00 $743.00 $8,516.00

High 11,475.00 3,702.00 2,959.00 7,773.00 743.00 8,516.00

Low 1,694.00 1,694.00 1,594.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ratio C77 2.19 1.75 4.59 0,44 0,74

Restricted Range

(95th--5th) $ 967,00 $ 944.00 $ 808.00 $ 23.00 $136,00 $ 159.00

High 2,962.00 2,939.00 2,803.00 23.00 136,00 159.00

Low 1,995;00 1,995;00 1,995;00 0,00 0;00 0,00

Ratio 1.48 1.47 1,41 0,01 0,07 0.08

(90th-lOth) $ 716.00 $ 701.00 $ 607.00 $ 15,00 $ 94,00 $ 109.00

High 2,818.00 2,803.00 2,706.00 15,00 97,00 112.00

Low 2,102.00 2,102,00 2,099.00 0,00 3,00 3.00

Ratio 1.34 1.33 1.29

N=981
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Table 17

Correlations, Regressions, Slopes: Wealth and Revenue,

Texs oundation School Program, 1985=86

Wealth 100%

Tota) Revenue
by Percent nf PupilS:

99% 95%

LFA 1986 Scho^1 Year Property Values:

COtt,4.1atiOn (r) 0.60 0.56 0.41

RittetSion r2 0.36 0.31 0.17

slope 0.0010 0.0012 0.0009

Elasticity 0.10 0.12 0.08

1985 Tax Year Values:

Correlation 0.62 0.57 0.43

Regression (r2) 0.38 0.32 0.19

Slope 0.0010 0.0012 0.0009

Elasticity 0.10 0.12 0.08



APPENDIX A

THE MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, SUM, MINIMUM AND
MAXIMUM VALUES FOR SELECTED VARIABLES (1)
INCLUDING ALL DISTRICTS, (2) INCLUDING ALL
DISTRICTS EXCEPT SPARSE DISTRICTS, AS DEFINED
IN LAW.
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